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PADUCAH, KY:, FRIDAY MORNING; MAY 4, 1906.

I
LITIGATION
OVER STOCK

F F,

CLIO&
vadwity.

.VOL 23, NO. 2

opARGE
D WITH
ROBBING BANK

ground that Benton alineated the afSinator. Brackett, who two years
fections of Tanner's wife who has left
ago instituted the suit in behalf
her husband and. also teaches in the
of
Mrs. Young, was naturally pleased
public schools, Tanner and Benton
with
the decision of the appellate
have been the central figures in sevdivision. Hie said- today:
eral escapades before the public in
decision demonstrates that
—
this connection._
any cause for complaint was good.
W. R. Emery sues the Illinois CenIt will be recalled that my client
tral for damages because the tender
charged gross negligence on the part
of the railroad crossing gates out on
West Tennessee street, pulled down BOARD OF WORKS FIGURES OUT WHAT WILL BE NECESSARY of Hyde and other directors and officers of the Equitable and wasteful
on, of the gates on Emery who was
FOR THE DEPARTMENT, AND ADDRESSES
LETTER PER- extravagance as well as misappropripassing aeros tit
TAINING TO SAME, TO THE GENERAL COUNCIL
asos
struck and knockedEmery from his
.
wagon.
A,. 44.Ail
- V.:it
IROQUOIS
FIRE
Emma Rose sues the street railway
company for damages on account of
CLAIMS
KILLED
Yesterday afternoon at the meeting being the contemplat
ed status, the
injuries
received.
judgment
got
She
CONTINUANCE GIVEN
of
the
board
of public 'works there board suggests to the legislators that Theater Company Declared
for several thousand dollars during
Bank•
BELIEVED TO BE
rupt in Jersey Ciy, N. J.
ALEXANDER SUIT. the last term of court, but the judge was taken up and gotten into definite stables and yards be built upon the
property
the nfutricipality owns at
gave the car company another trial. form the question of establishing a
the extreme end of North Sixth
ONES WHO DID WORK
The woman was alighting from the street cleaning department
Owing to the fact that the Iro, for the street beyond the old
Dogwood fac- quois Theater campany has been
car at Sixth and 'Stadion streets
purpose of keeping clean the public tory, and then keep
up there all the declared a bankrupt in
when she stepped astride the trolly
Jersey City,
thoroughfares of this city. The board new outfit and all of the
B. B. Osborne Given Judgment for
old, which N. J., $2,000,00 of damage
rope which dangled down right in got
u pthe information, showing what is now quartered beind
suits, rethe city hall, sulting from
front of the step, with the end atOne tent and Costs Against
the Iroquois fire, will Robbers Overlooked $1,Too in Gold
additional apparatus was necessary and in addition use the
yards to store fall.
tached around the rear dashboard.
for a full departtnent, and this corn- all the surplus material
Which Was Lyinng There In a
used in the
-Former Detective T. J.
The car started up and seeing she
The involuntary bankruptcy promunication, bearing the data, was or- street work over town. At
would be thrown to the ground with
present
dered handed in to the council and the city maintains several
ceedings were begun March 26 and
Moors
Big Sack
the rope drawn taut between her
small yards
aldermen,
the
showing
adjudicatio
what
was
n
needed,
made
around
April
over
it,
town
store
to
limbs,
sewer
grabbed
she
pipe,
the step handle
•
and recommending that the depart- wood material, brick and
when a trustee will be appointed.
bar and clung on, until her screams
etc.
ment
be
inaugurated. on account of
Street Inspector Alonzo Elliott was The secret became public yesterday
attracted the motorman who stopped,
but not before he had dragged her the vast amount of good that will be ordered by the board of works to when notice of the creditors' meet- PADUCAH POLICE
CANIVAL COMPANY
see the property .owners controlling ing reached Chicago.
many feet and badly injured the wom- done, and saving made.
The board of works has been ad- land abutting the Lincoln school
WANTS NEW TRIAL an. She is represented by Hendrick,
The several damage suits now on .... HAVE BEEN ON LOOKOUT
Miller and Marble who won her case vocating this department for months, building and see if they will give their the calendar of the United States
for her, while the losing side at the and sometime since laid the question consent for an alley to be opened court here will have to be pushed
last trial was represented by Charley before the city legislators, who ask- behind the school house. The trustees against the uformer officials of ths
ed the board to get up the data show- want it badly, as do the people living
Wm. Thornton, who formerly reEvidence was finished yesterday Wheeler, of this city.
ing what was needed, in addition to, along there, as an avenue for egress company individually as the only
sided
hope
of
near Greal Springs, and a young
securing
anything.
and then given to the jury in the cirthat already used. On going over the and ingrtss.
Ex Pare $uit
Almost all the merchandise credi- man named Parden, whose home is
cuit court, in the suit of Sudie Sulproposition
the
board
believes
that
all
At. present the drop grade on the
There was filed yesterday in the
•
livan against Thomas E. Lydon, for
needed outside that now owned, will bottom o fthe Bradshaw creek run- tors of the company have been paid a few miles east of that place, have
been arrested at Charleston, Mo.,
$1,053. The jury will return a ver- circuit court an ex parte suit by be one flush sprinkler, six additional fling
up to Baumer's fill, and then on out of money secured by the sale and are
Phoebe Riglesberger, wherein it is rebelieved to be the parties who
dict today.
of
the
theater
head
building
of mules, their
harness, one over towards Cross creek, is not sufto the
blew open the safe at the Citizen's
It seem§ that Sullivan put some quested that the Riglesberger mill dump wagon, two dump carts and six ficient
Metropolit
an
Theater
company.
to flow away the water gobank in Creal Springs last Wednesday
Driscoll Posthole Augur company property on South Third street be more men. They now have several ing to
The. company confessed
insol- night
the creek, therefore Street Ina week and secured about $.3,shares of stock into the 'hands of sold and the proceeds divided be- sweepers, sprinklers, many mules and spctor
Elliott was ordered . to take vency, alleging to have no assets, 000 in
money.
Cbarles E. Gridley to secure a loan. tween the heirs of the late Mr. Rigks- a number of men employed for the men and
•
dig the dirt from the bottom and liabilities aggregating $2,038.It is also reported that that alf but
They got into a controversy regard- berger. The suit was ordered dockta- department. The exact cost of the adof
the
creek
gradual
give
so
to
as
it
a
=79.59.
immediatel
ed
y.
about
$too of the stolen money has
ing it, and Sullivan suing, recovered
ditional outfit cannot be estimated slope that will flow the water away.
been recovered.
the stock. Sullivan then borrowed
until it can be learned what the flush The ditching commences back toThornton, who is about forty yars
money of Lydon, and contracted to
sprinkler will cost. Gathering all this wards Roadway from Baumer's fill,
old,
has been away from Williamson
deliver the stock over to him by a
data into their letter, the board will and then goes over through culverts
county the most of the time for sevcertain date, but failing Lydon, rehand it into the legislators next week about Tennessee street to Cross
eral years . For some time he has
fused to aceppt the stock. Sullivan
for consideration.
I cr eft.
lived at or near Charleston, Mo.,
claims the deal was different and
It is the intention of the board of
The street inspector was directed
where the arrest of the pair was made
sues Lydon for the value (if the stock,
works to have the department clean to clean out the gutters so the surface
For a week or two prior to this bank
which is the above mentioned sum.
nightly the re-constructed thorough- watt.'can flow away from the block
robbery Thornton had hen visiting
There was continued over until the
fares, while every other street in the turrUeaded by ,Eighth, Ninth, Clark
Creel Springs and vicinity and it ik
iiith day of this term, the suit of Edcity will be cleaned just when ever and Adams streett:
stated dropped in at the bank sever
ward 'Alexander, administradsr for
found necessary. The work is need-: The street inspector informed the
his child, against the street railway BOWMAN
AND
STOCKARD ed oftener on the reconstructed thor- board that he had no need of using NO ATTENTION PAID TO JOY- times, although never with any speccompany, wherein plaintiff wants
ial business there. He has alread
oughfares which are mostly down in; the street roller right now, none of
damages for the death of his child
BOTH HELD TO THE
served one term in the penitentiar
NER'S POSTPONEMENT
the city's business portion where ev-1 the public streets being ready for
who was fatally injured by the car
for the crime of forgery.
erybody concentrates each day fori use alike roller. The board had askGRAND JURY
LETTER.
running over her in front of their
Parden, the other party arrested, i
their business., This constant conges- 1 ed hint about this so thitt if the roller
home on South Sixth street.
about 21 years old and is said to b
lion and traversing naturally leaves i was *anted out of its winter quarters
The jury was waived and there
from one of tire best families in thset
more dirt and filth upon the high-1 now, the board could employ the
was admitted to the court the suit
section of the county. His father is
ways, hence the constant cleaning,
engineer and others needed to operof J. D. White against W. T. Lcdford, The Negro Styers was Given Hours
One thing the board mentioned in at
Cairo It Is Understood Will Not Go Bannister Parden who resides six
wherein plaintiff -claims defendant
miles east of Creal gArings.
its communication to the legislators
At present the city has the streets
in Which to Get Out of This
charged him usury for a money loan.
The robbery of the Creal. Springs
In
on
Move
to
Organize
Southis the fact, that if this departments down in the city cleaned by contrast
The defendant filed a motion for
bank was a bold one, and for the time
is inaugurated and maintained upon the; with the nephew of
City—Other Cases.
City Jailor
ern Illinois Association.
a new trial in the suit of J. Spicer
being, apparently entirely successful
standard contemplated by this addi-4I,-Thomas Evitts, the contractor supagainst the Paducah Carnival Associas the robbers slcceeded in getting
tional outfit, it will put the city in plying the men and teams while the
ation. Spicer got judgment several
away with the three thousand dollars,
possession of wagons. sprinkhers,I municipality furnishes the sweepers,
days ago for Saw damages against
making their escape to 'Marion on an
carts, etc to the number that they can- sprinklers and other necessary apthe carnival people because of inYesterday morning in the police not be accomodated in the public
I.
C. hand car. In their haste to
Yesterday
was the date to which
paratu. It is believed the city can
juries he sustained by falling when court Frank Bowman, colored, was stables and the lot behind the
City sa.e a great deal of money by buy- former president J. F. Joyner of the get away from the bank they overthe ocean wave collapsed last year held to the grand jury on the charge 01'11 where things are now pretty
looked a sack containing $1,100 in
ing this additional outfit and taking Interstate Odd Fellows
association, gold which they probably
and hurled everybody to the ground. of shooting Will Stockard, colored, well crowded, therefore leaving
passed up
no supreme cleaninng, which is done, postponed the gathering from April
The jury gave judgment for one aboard the steamer Dick Fowler Moir space for the additional outfit.
as a quantity of pennies.
this now, tinder their supervision.
36th, but it seems not much attencent and costs in the suit of E. B. day night, when they engaged in a
Chief James Collins ,of the police
t:on was paid his postponement cir- force here had the
Osborne against etective T. J. Moore. fight as the result of a crap game.
officers keeping a
cular as nobody showed up here, sharp lookout for the alleged.thieves,
•Osborne was arrested by the detective Stockard was shot in the foot by the
then allows the county schools so
and locked up on a charge of being other. Bowman was cut over the
much for each child of schooling age, which evidenced the fact the letter thinking they may probably come to
sent out by the Paducahans cougler- this city during the carnival week.
wanted in Tennessee. Osborne sued head many times by Stockard with
out of the state school fund.
•on hte ground that the incarceration a knife, and he was also held to tire
acted any probable effect Joyners
and arrest was iJlegal. He made grand jury to answer the charge.
letter would have, and brought here $goo,000,000 AVAILABLE
The K. I. T. League
Detective Raker and Detective Moore Both had to go to jail on being unThe wires were kept hot last night April 26th all the people intending
TO AID FRISCO
both defendants, together with their able to execute bond to insure their
by the town of the K. I. T. league to attend the annual convention.
bondsmen. The court instructed the appearance.
Mr. Joyner resides at Carbondale, $175,000,000 Will Come From Fire Ininquiring about the Paducah- Mhttoon
jury to find against Moore alone at
The negro Styers was given hours THEY WILL BE CONDUCTED agm e . Tiehncmfwypp mfwypp wyp Ill., and the lodge of that city has
surance Companies to Rebuild
he was die one who made the arrest. in which to leave the city. He is the
SECOND FRIDAY AND
City
game. The interest in the game at withdrawn from the interstate, beHendrick, Miller and Marble repre- dark.- who was charged with snatchSATURDAY
the very beginning is intense.
cause Joyner's order of poliponesented the plaintiff who won, while ing a pocketbook from some lady on
San Francisco, May 3.—The most
Today at Wallace Park a great trent was not given any attention by
Charley Wheeler's firm represented the carnival grounds several nights
crowd of ladies will be present be- Frducahans who held the meeting important development of today lookMoore who lost.
ago. The lady did' not appear at Superinten
dent Billington Says the cause 'tis Friday and a great game is without him, the success df which ing toward the upbuilding of a new
The jury ordered that the plaintiff the court to prosecute Styers, and he
on hand.
Enumerators Have Until loth
would not have been improved upon and greater San Francisco, was the
which was being wrongfully held by promising to leave the city right away
announcement in a statement by exInstant To Turn In Reports
any by his presence. Carbondale is
defendant in the litigation of May was given hours in which to get out
perts at the temporary city hall that
EQUITABLE OFFICERS
"-I-Crotkettnex year there will
of 'Southern Illinois lodges, but word
Mrs. Crockett, and Sirs. Morgan are
HELD LIABLE FOR
Henry Gordon was fined $r and
over $soo,000,000 available for the reSuperintendent Samuel J. BillingEmil Cairo, the largest city of that habilitation of the city.
sisters and the former claims that costs for being drunk, while the same
THOUSANDS v:cinity, is that the members of this
Mr. MOrgan got possession of penalty was assessed against Grundy ton of the county public schools, anThe largest item in the present renouncd' that the second Friday and
her property and refused to give it up, Rose for a similar offense.
latter place intend remaining with sources is, of Course, the Siss.000,000
hence she was ordered given hack the
James Hale was -fined $to and costs Saturday of this month he will con- Court Decree Demands Accounting the interstate, and not trail off afte- figured as being due on acount of loss
duct an examination of parties applyproperty. A fight occured in the for a breach of the peace. ,
another organization, simply because by fire. If the bankers of the city
For Fends Alleged to Have
ing
for common school diplomas. One
court
house
as
the
result of this suit.
t•
Mr. Joyner could not run things to had been greedy they might have apexamination will be held here in the
Been Squandered
John Crockett is the husband of the TAFT QUITS CABINET
conform to his wishes regarding propriated a very large part of the
county courthouse at the superintend*Woman who has left him and is suing
IN OCTOBER; ROOT TO
sum, but the Hibernia and other large
postponement.
for divorce.
She is the sister of
DIRECT CANAL WORK ent's office that day, while at the
loaning institution,have agreed that
Albany, N. Y., May 3.—James H.
same time others will have charge
Charles Iverlett's wife also, and hoerthey will make no claim against inHyde and directors of the Equitable
CHILDREN'S HOUR.
lett and Crockett got into some words No One Selected to Succeed War of the examination to be conductd Life Insurance Society
surance money provided there is no
account
must
regarding the suit, which resulted in .Secretary, Who Becomes Supreme. at the school house in Grahamville. for hundreds of
thousands of dollars That of Today Will Be the Last attempt on the part of the insured to
The diplomas simply show that the
Crockott knocking Iverett in the head.
Judge.
hoard it.
they ase accused 'of misappropriating
applicants have stood the county
They were carried before Judge
One Until Next Fall.
It the money is placed innew conand wasting under a decree issued
Lightfoot, Nerlett released and CrocWashington, May 3.—William H. school test successfully, and practical- by the supreme court, third departstruction the banks will permit their
ket tfined $5 and costs which he paid. Taft, secretary of war, will go on ly graduated from it.
This afternoon the little folks of claims; to stand; if it is not they- will
ment.
Today's Docket
the supreme bench in October. PosThe \ court affirms the opinion of the city will be spoken to by Miss enforce their claims so that the inCensus Enumeration
The actions set for today are as sibly official announcement of the
Judge H. T. Kellog, Plattslourg, over- Alice Comptoil during "Children's sured will have no %alternative but to
follows: M. V. Tucker vs County of change will not be made until fall.
`Superintendent P.illington has yet a ruling the demurrer of Hyde to a Hour" at the Carnegie library on reinvest.
McCracken; G. WI. Tannee vs E. W. It virtually has been'dcided that few of the county districts to hear suit 'brought by Mary S. Young
The Home Telephone Company is
of Ninth and Broadway. Tili:4 will be
Benton; W. • R. Emery vs Illinois when Mr. Taft leaves the cabinet from, as regards the enumeration Saratoga Springs, who
as a policy the last of these _ gatherings until under a bond of $25o,000 to expend
Central; Emma Rose vS - Padttcah the Panama Canal shall be turned taken, showing the number of child- hoidir ortha Equitabk, ana—
o-wner -of next JOT They have proven very. $1,000,000 within a year; aittlif bite anC'ty Railway.
over to Elihu Root, secretary of state. ren of schooling age, 21 to 6 years, one share of stock, demanded recov- secc'essful, and
been largely attended' nounced that instead of the 4,000n00,
Tucker claims that the county auSo.far as can be learned no one is residing in each respective district. ery of all moneys squandered by ever
which it originally purposed to invest
since
inaugurate I
several it will now expend
thorities ditched a country: road in yet slated for secretary of war to The enumeration has to be taken dur- Hyde and his fellow directors during
$8,000,000. The
months
ago, seVeral hundred of the
such a manner that the rainwater succeed MY. Taft.
for
contract
constructio
the
n by the
ing the month of April, but the trus- 1902, 1903 and 1904.
small ones being os hand each time
which accummulated run over on his
city Of the Geary street road has been
tees, who take the census, are given
The decision means that Hyde and they were conducted.
property and damaged it. •
After being twenty years in the until the Toth of this month in which his colleagues must now appear ;n
let and there is nothing to obstruct
Tanner is the colored man formerly service of a faMily at Saffron Wal- to turn into the superintendent's of- court , account for all
th immediate expenditure of th S340,funds disposed' —Today being Children's
Day at 000, necessary to build it.
a professor in the city public schools, den, F.ngland, as' housekeeper, a wo- fice, the documents, showing the re- of by them and restore such as have
and he sues one of the present negro man died, and it was found that no suit, which is sent to the state super- been wrongfully wrung from the the carnival, all little one* are admitted free through the main entrance
•professorii, E. W. Benton, on the one knew her surname.
Most men are willing to start some.
intendent of public instruction, who treasury of the society.
gate.
thing for the sake of an argument,

OUTFIT NECESSARY FOR
STREET MANN DEPARTMENT

SudieSullivanClaims Lydon
Contracted For It.

Wm. Thornton and a Man
arden Arrested

NOBODY SHOWED
UP YESTERDAY

SHOOT1ST
AND CUTTER

EXAMINATION
FOR DIPLOMAS

MIL

MM.

•••••••••

CONCREGILUON DOUBLE-HEADER CONCRETE WORK
AND RESIGNATION Bt SCHOOL CLUB AT
-4-

_

WESTERN KENTUCKY
NEWS AND COMMENT +

aduca
Amnivall Carnllvall

In Tender Hands. '
Harry--Long, the soda water jerker
st the Innovation, has gone to PaduDENVER, COL., FLOCK DO NOT PADUCAH
TAItE ON CONTRACT HAS BEEN LET TO cah to take a whirl among the carLADS
nival grounds and meet with the fair "THE
WANT TO GIVE DR. THOPI4PALEX STORRIE FOR
• CAIRO and Metropolis Boys
lassies whom he has not had the
pleasure of seeing for some time. He WHITE
WORK
SON UP
will be back if he recovers.—Mayfieid CITY."
Messenger.
A gigantic
Superintendent Lieb Will Return ToAggregation
Oh You Wicked Fellow.
Rev. A. C. Ilken of Lutheran Church
Contractor Perry
Will Start Next
morrow From Lexington EducaA woman in San Francisco during Of bewildering
•'
the eartheluake and 'With XIT her mir- Sights.
Redeye"' Call to Go to Yorktown
tional Conference
Week the Work of Painting
rors and dressers smashed, made her
husband hold a hand glass while she
the Court House and Jail
Iowa—Other Churches.
combed her hair.
Personal adornment comes first with some women.
Yesterday morning arrangements
To hit ith judgement day --Murray
were made for a double-head baseball
Ledger.
Yesterday
There has been awarded to Alex
a letter
was
re- game tomorrow morning between the
ceived by the pulpit committee of club of the
Paducah high school and Storrie the contract for laying- the
Still Sore.
the First Baptist church of this city,
the teams coming from Cairo and concrete coping around the cowl!
Before a license' is granted to a
from Rex. Calvin Thompson, of Den- Metropolis.
square, it is to cost in the
circus hcre it should be stipulated
The Paducah boys be- house
ver,Col., who stated that he had ten- lieve they are in trim sufficient to de- neighborhood of $.400. Mr. Storrie that it is to be.
free from fakes, footdered his resignation to his congre- feat both of
to work digging pads
the out-of-town teams, yesterday put men
and shortchange artists under
gation there last Sunday, and they therefore -in the morning they will the excavation for the concrete curb- penalty of having
tature
the whole outfit
down where the public
voted unanimously to reject the same. play the
*lions of
Cairo club, and geting ing that goes
confiscated and sold.—Murray LedAfter talking the matter over with through with them, immediately take brick sidewalk runs up to the court ger.
ill. Louis
his Denver flock, Dr. Thompson an- on the Metropolis boys. The games house yard, all the way around the
Exposition.
notuiced they agreed to leave the will be played here at the local base- entire block. The coping will be
No Politics in It.
"THE
question open until last Wednesday ball grounds in Wallace park, and an eight inches wide and nine inches in
The tobacco growers, through the
night when it would be taken up admission of about ten cents Charged. heighth, while at the entrance on equity
society, are getting beneficial IGORROTE
again. Yesterday a telegram from This will be the first double-header the Sixth street side and also that on results. It is
one organization by the
him was expected, showing what the
played by the local boys this year. the Seventh street side, concrete farmers which has not killed itself VILLAGE."
Wednesday night meeting did with and
overhead, with by mixing
their second appearnce on the arches will be placed
up with politics, hence its
the proferred resignation, but no mes- diamond, they hawing gone
"McCracken success. Let the
down to the inscription on top,
society forever resage came. •
Metropolis last Saturday and con- County Court House." It will take main out of politics, and it will conDr. Thompson is the divine who
about two weeks for the contractor tinue to prosper.—Owensboro
tested with that city's school team.
Incame here several Sundays ago a'hd
to complete the work that will give quirer.
Superintendent Returning
preached at the local ahurch, which
of imitation stone
Superintendent C. M. Lieb will re- a beautiful coping
afterwards tendered him a call to
public
square.
around
the
all
Fine photos at unheard of prices,
turn tomorrow eveninng from Lexcome and take the pulpit that was
Next week Contractor Perry will Riley & Cook.
ington, Ky., where he has been the
made vacant by the recent death of
house
painting the court
past few days attending the meeting commence
Rev. John S. Cheek.
having been awarded the
Whe n asilly man is unable to atof the Southern Educational Associ- building, he
contract
by
the fiscal court commit- tract attention in any other manner
that
ation. Reports fro mthere are
Dr. Illten Received Call
will repaint afresh he invests in a gaudy vest.
several hundred delegates are in at- tee last week. He
portion
of
the-building, and
all
that
and
beneficial
Rev. A. C. Il!ten of the German tendance and a most
has
not been painted
also
jail,
that
ILLINOIS CENTRAL
Lutheran church of South Fourth insetructive session beind conducted. heretofore in the past year.
street, yesterday morning received a
EXCURSION BULLETIN.
call to come to Yorktown, Iowa, and Narrow Escape From Accident'to
$500,000 TRIBUTE
Warship in the Hudson.
take charge of the St. Paul congreChattanooga, Tenn. — Sou:hern
TO WHITE PLAGUE
gation of ahtt city. Dr. Il!ten ha
Baptist
Convention—Dates of Sale
at
a
3.—Riding
New York, May
njot yet decided what he will do with
long cable, Admiral Campion's flag- Annual Cost of Consumption to Lou- May 8th, 9th and moth, limit ten days
the call, but a meeting of hiscon grewith privilege of extension until
isville in Life, Says Dr. Hartwell.
ship,. the Marseilles, came very near
gatiun here will be held next Sunday
June t5th by paying a fee of so cents.
striking Rear Admiral Brownson's
afternoon at 2:30 o'clock for the purRepresentatives of forty-three or- Rate for the round trip $9.a5.
flagship, the West Virginia, as they
pose o fdiscussing the matter. Dr.
swung up the rivcr at the turn of the ganizations and 50.0 citizens heard the
11!ten is one of the most popular and
Birmingham, Ala.—General Confer
Hudson tide ye A.rday. The French speeches delivered last night at the
earnest workers of fervency ever
ship is not as heavy as her American Elks' Home in the interest of the ence of M. E. church—Dates of sal_
located here, and it is to be hoped he
she responded more quick- Kentucky Anti-Tuberculosis Associa_ May tst and 2nd, limit to June 3rd,
will not accept the call, but remain escort, so
ly to the change of the current, with tion. and it is safe to say that seldom1 with privilege of extension to June
here.
the result that at dinner time, when has a meeting shown more enthusi- 30th by paying a fee of so cents. Rate
the West Virginia had just begun to asm, or a heartier response to the for round trig $9.25.
Lecture in Cairo .
swing, the other was so close to her eloquent appeals made in the interest
Loa Angeles, Cal—Annual Conven
Rabbi B. G. Endow, of Louisville,` that a p bble might have been tossed of suffering humanity. The declaraImperial Council Ancient Order
will May 15th, go to Cairo to lecture from one to the other. Bugles were tion by Dr. S. A. Hartwell that. tion
Nobles
of the Mystic Shrine and
left
officers
value
of
a
counting the minimum
or the benefit of the sufferers of the sounded on both. The
National Congress of Mothers—Dates
an Francisco earthquake. He is the their mess. The Frenchman ran up a human life, Louisville pays annual
to May 5th. limit
ormer divine of here and may prob- bit on her mooring chain, while the tribute to the great white plague of of sale April 25th
July 31st. Rate for round trip $6o.5o.
ably stay over a few hours between Yankee paid out a little on hers, and $500,00o a year, and annually re-enthe warships missed scraping each acts the horrors of San Francisco in
trains to meet his friends.
Lexington, Ky,--Spring Races—
other by a safe margin. Three cheers doss of life, made a profound impresDates
of sale April 2.4th to May tst,
incident
the
ilclosed
and
concrete
sion,
and
other
apt
vessels
from both
Repairing Floor.
limit
three
days. Rate for round trip
lustrations of the foe that is being atThe floor of the Temple Isreal, at
$12.15.
the
Probably
tacked
scored
deeply.
Seventh and Broadway. is being re- BUSINESS BLOCK IS SINKING
feature of the meeting standing out
pakred with concrete. The break is
Paris, Ky. — Grand Commandry
Authorities above the others, omitting the quesMilwaukee
by
Discovery
the one ocusing the night Elbert HubTemplar—Dates of sale May
Knights
tion of eloquence and , oratory. was
The
bard lectured in the building.
Frightens Property Owners.
the simple description by Dr. Hart- 21st and 22nd, limit May 25th, 1906.
great crowd standing on that part of
well of how he had cured himself of Rate for round trip $12.75.
the foclr caused it to give away, but
Milwaukee, Wis., May 3.—All the consumption, after having been given
fortunately no one was hurt by the
Memphis, Tenn.—General Confer 1.30 SOUTH
property within a radius of several up.
mishap.
Colored M. E. Church South—
ence
of
intersection
theh
hundred feet at
of sale May ist, and and 3rd,
Dates
The professor, while engaged in
West Water street and Grand disSucessful Meeting
June
and, 1906. Rate for round
limit
one
experiments
scientific
one
of
his
ten
sunk
Word received from Rev. George trict of "Milwaukee, has
trip
$5.25.
and
hand,
had 5calded the back of his
Cates at Oxford, Miss., states that he inches and more below the grade
the doctor was shaping a poultice to
is having a very succesful meeting in established by the city seven years
Louisville, Ky. — Spring Meeting
cover the sOre place.
that city where 200 additions have ago.
New Louisville Jockey Clii7i—Dates
critically
"Yes,"
said
the
professor,
been made to the church.
He has
This discovery made by the mini
inspecting the poultice, "that is a of sale May 1st and 2nd, limited to
been conducting the ptotracted meet- cipal authorities this afternoon has fairly accurate
diagram of the burnt May 3rd. Rates for round trip $6.n5.
ing for several weeks now, and much caused considerable
consternation
Dates of sale May 1st and 2nd, limit
district.—Chicago Tribune.
good isbeingaccomplished.
among .the owners of property in
May 3oth; May 3rd to nth, inch'
declare
Engineers
that district.
I-Te who never does wrong never sive, limint three days from date
that the marshy soil is responsible. does very much anyway.
of sale. Round trip rate $3.05.
The corner is within too feet of the
Milwaukee river.

11111

April 30 to May 5.
4,,

•
•

Cosmopolitan Shows, Wild West
Excursion Rates on all Transportation Lines.

BALDWIN PIANO

S

Scientifically Constructed and
....of the Highesz Excellence....

It Appeals to the Artistic and Cultured Class and
is a "Leader" for the dealer.

D. H. BALDWIN & CO.
W. T. MILLER,Agent.

t

520 Broadway,

.4

PADUCAH, ICY

MAUR, [FIN6CR & CO.
Undertakers and Embalmers,
THIRD ST.

PADUCAH.K

011 111110U611
YOUR CORRUSPONDLNEU

REALTY DEALS

LUMBER COMPANY GOES

UP.

,..„
1.s\Lti„,,-)4.,- A,
\
1
"UNDERWOOD"
TYP[WRIT[11

FINE STATIONERY

DEEDS LODGED FOR RECORD Affected by Bank Failure, Is Placed
in Receiver's Hands.
WITH THE COUNTY CLERK
Chicago, May. 3.—Another company in which Frank. C. Patten is
interested and which is said to have We are overstocked on r.ome of our most desirable goods and we offer
the flnt sloth finish_box_paper square_ flap anvelcoet to sn-qrrh .t--Gensnir-elerie-Issna“le•-gilsite-MerBank of Amcica was placed in the
riage License, and Two to Colhands of a receiver yesterday afternoon before Judge K. M. Landis.
ored People
This comapny is the National This paper cost $4.00 and 114.50 per dozen and our customers should
take advantage of this offer.
Lumber
Manufacturing
company.
Fine damask finish paper, whi re or cream, per pound
25C
Daniel Healy, receiver for the .Bank
Envelopes to match, aqua re flap ,per package
IOC
of
America,
is
the
principal
petitionLand lying out in the county has
ing
creditor.
The
petition
was
filed
been sold by Y. D. Rouse to C. F.
Adams for $438, and the deed lodged by Attotney Frank Houlihan of
yesterday with the county clerk for Rosenthal, Kruz & Tir,schl. Frank
II. Jones was named as receiver,
record.
Ildhmie Wheeler sold to J. L. GardGathering at Memphis.
ner, B. S. Oyerstreet and Charles E.
Memphis May 3.—Lumbermen are
Spinner property on Guthrie avenue
for Voo. The three latter are trus- arriving here from all sections of the
tees for the VVIest Tennessee street country to attend the .annual convenMethodist mission church which in- tion of the National Hardwood LumIn making a selection for a commencement gift or a wedding present
tends constructing 1 new church build- ber Association, which meets tomorlet
us
call your attention to a few new things we have. You must see our
session.
Several
row
for
a
two
days
ing upon the property.
Eugene Harper sold land out in important papers will be. read and of- beautiful line of
the county to James M. Happer for ficers will be elected.
_
$1 and other considerations.
The W C. T. LT. „hold a sale tomorrow at Miller's- Piano store on
Licensed To Wed.
our perfect line of
The county clerk issued a marriage Broadway. They will have a fineelicense to W. C. Sergeant, aged 26, lortment of cakes, cake coloring.;
and Sarah Ledbetter, agen 28,• both and White,Ribbon flavoring extracts.
of this city. This is the first venture Your patronage solicited.
Some new designs in a FERN DISH. See the assortment we have
for gioom and second for the bride.
in Fancy Sterling silver peices—our prices special for May—Silver
"Anything I can do for you while plated work at /
1 2 price in knives forks, and spoons.
Colored People
in Europe?"
Engraving free on each peice.
Call early for choice of selection.
Two licenses were issued to colored
"Yes. Should you visit the rock of
people, one being to John R. Lore of Gibraltar, kindly let me know if it
this city and Myrtle Garret of Cin- really has an insurance company's Tyes
cinnati, Ohio.
This g the s on advertisement painted on it."—Louismarriage for cad
f
ce two la ter
ille Courier-Journal.
Broadway.Guthfies Old Stand.

By the Box or Pound.

35 cents

.1 _3

Harbour's Book Department.

Do Not Be Hastymm

Niagara Falls Cut Glass

A

BY USING THE

High Art Hand Painted China

Saves 25 per cent. of the Operator's
Time which is your time.

J. A. Konetzka,
Tested Free.
EYE-SEE Jewelry & Optical Co.
Jewelor and Optician.

Underwood Typewriter Co.,
241

int .

1•

"

Broadway, New York.
Main and Fourth Sts., Louisville.
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Baseball

Nothing doing in the eight. NOr in
the ninth. But it was a great game
and everybody was delighted. There
ought to be a great crowd out today.

harmony will prevail as every man
WE HAVE.
is satisfied with his fellow player and
all will work to a common edn that JUST WHAT YOU NEED
victorries may not redound alone to HOUSE
CLEANING.
the individual but the whole collectively.—Cairo Bulletin.
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Pct. Diehl, cf.
3
.824 Walls, lf.
4
.667 Doyle, ss.
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412 Ensing, 2b.,
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_ We Are Glad
Won.
The dispatch to The Register adds-The Bes-t-- Bugkiller KnoWnthat Wolf knocked some balls across
the Mississipi river. But Bertes fielding was also a feature.
Mr. Bush
Carpet Moths.
was the umpire.

For
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National League Standing.
Club—
Won. Lost.
New York
14
3
Chicago
12
6
Pittsburg
10-- -6
Philadelphia
9
8
Boston
7 vo
St. Louis
6
9
Cincinnati
7 14
Brooklyn
4 13

e.--er-essete• •

•.

The Greta disenfectant.
Remains of a Man Who is Thought
ALL ODORLEIn
SS
.ad
zo-i5
t,. Have Lived at Least
25 cent Bottles.
5,000 B. C.

III

PillMBING

Steam and Hot-Water Heating.
Phone 133.

529 Broadway.

Totals
35 1 9 23 io 2
- American League Standing.
'Phone Us Your Order.
The °Idlest body of any human
SCORE:.
Club—
•Won. Lost. Pct.
being now reposes in the Egypt an
Paduc
ah—
INSURE
Philadelphia
AB.R.BH.PO.A.E gallery
9
5
-643
of the British menseum, says
--3.
city-eland
2- 3
o the A.merican Antiquarian. It is the
- .538 Taylor...AL,
Washington
8 .7 ..533 McClain,, If. .........4 o 2 1 0
body of a man who was buried in a
DRUGISTORIS;
0 2 2 o shallow grave hollowed
;el (lIiean. 2b
7
7
out of the Seventh and Jackson St. 'Phone 237,
41181 ii saas.s..Leit. 0:1 tie west bank
Detroit
.soo Haas, ib.
7
7
of the Seventh and Clay St. 'Phoile 38.
Wetzel, 3b.
Nile in Upper Egypt. This man must
St. Louis
3 1 i o o
7
8
-467
Perry, ss./
Ncw York
1 0 0 2 4 o have hunted along the banks of the
6
8
-429
MIller,
Nile before the time of the earliest
rf.
Boston
0 2 o
30
6
9
.400
Neppert, c. ......
mummied king which the museum
o 4 o
possesses—before the time of Menes,
South, p.
Office4.306 Broadway
How They Stand.
3 o o o 2
DENTIST.
Phones:Office 385—Residence
who was supposed to have ruled
Clubs-\Von Lost Pct.
Egypt
at
least
5,000
•
Office
Total
B.
There
Paducah
over
C.
Globe Bank and Trott
283 5 27 9 3
•
Loon
were previous to that time two preVincennes
0
1.000
Co.,
306 Broadway.
historic races, one the conquerors,
Cairo
r
0
,00d Innings .. t 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9—RHE and the
other
the
conquered, from
Mattoon
o
1
.000 Mattoon ...o O 0000 I 0 0—I 9 3 which sprang
the Egyptian race of
Danville
0
i
.000 Paducah ...o O 0300 0 0 0-3 5 3 the earliest dynasties. It is
with these
Jacksonville
0
I
remote stocks that this man has to
'P°3
Double plays Armstrong to Berry- do.
hill.
Results Yesterday.
Passed balls Nippert.
l'aducah 3; Mattoon v.
One of Its Kind Enough.
Reties on balls off McCarthy 2, off
Vincennes 3; Danville a. ,
The son of William Tecumseh SherSouth v.
Cairo 3; Jackson 3.
man will not repeat his father's
is equivilent to a horse ready
saddled and bridled at your
Struck out by McCarthy j; by march to the sea with a detail
door, with
spirits as high as your own,
of
and and sensetively responsive
South
el.
United States cavalry as escort. Mr.
Tbdayss Schedule.
to pressure of foot and touch of hand.
Hit by pitched ball, Wetzel.
Roosevelt has wisely put an end to
Mattoon at Paducah.
Will be keenly appreciated
the scheme and the party will proceed
Wild Pitches, McCarthy.
(Danville at Vincennes.
after a trial by people who sufLeft on bases, Mattpon 9, Padti- no further than Re saca, Ga. The
Jacksonville at Cairo.
fer from headaches—severe or
southern people are still a little, sencall 6.
mid, occa3ional or chronic.
sitive
on the subject of that original
Time of game. I:3o. Umpire' DeThe Opening Game.
They never fail to
march.
They recognize now tfiat it
..
vinnie.
are still in the lead. The. Peer
Oh, yes Mam. and there all kini
formed an integral part of a successof the cycle builders art.
Scorer, E. C. Rolston.
Easy runfling and speedy.
GIVE QUICK
of deals on hand; For instance an
ful plan of campaign and that the
If
in
the market for a wheel it will pay
RELIEF.
severity with which it was conducted
ideal afternoon, an ideal crowd in
you to see our line. We
Vincennes 3; Danville 2.
can save you money. Bicycles
was, to an extent, justified by the
grand stand and on bleachers, two
Easing
$15,00 up.
the
pain
in
a very few
Vincennes, Ind., May 3 —Today's
Cheapest stock of tires bells pumps
impossibility of defeating the southideal teams of ball tossers and, (leave game
saddles, etc., in the city. Sell
resulted in a victory for the ern people
the great King Bee tire.
Minutes.
except through the dethe eye out please) Deal's • band. home
4
Thick wearing sarfoel, for hea
team.
struction of their resources and the
VV riders.
A Great Game Yesterday.
R 11 E limitation of their field of action.
t
Repair department in charge of expert
'yes indecdy misstus it were shore a,
cycle machinists.
Vincennes,
Henry
Grady
said,
twenty
3
"Old
years
7
ago
2
wheels taken in exchange."
Big Thursday afternoon and every- Danville
EASY PAYMENTS.
1 3 2. that the south had come, to look on
hotly except the gentlemen from
Batteries; Purdue and blatterson, Gen. Sherman as a rather interesting
Illinois were pleased with the score. Warne
THE OLD RELIABLE.
r and Quigger.
man who was, if anything, "a little
Paducah 3.
Mattoon i.
too keerless about fire." but Henry
DRUGGIST
Mattoon sent rightfielder Vance to.
Gradys are few and far between and
Cairo 3; Jacksonville 2.
the bat first. After 3 balls and two
126 and i38 North Fifth Street.
Cairo, Ill., May 3.—In the opening it is doubpul if even Henry Grady
Next to Kentucky Theatre.
SIXTH AND BROADWAY
strikes he bit to Miller who fumbled game here
would
card'
to
see
the
march
today Wolfe's
s.
of
the
terrifi
z
Diehl knocked a little one to the tutting. and
Berte's fielding were the father Made by reason of the stern
TELEPHONE 63.
pitcher and Vance made. second. features.
necessities of war turned into adverWalls high fly to left field was
tising scheme for the son. The feelH
R
E ing on the part
beautifully cared for by MecClain, Cairo
of the south may be
3
to
1 due to supersensitiveness
Doyle struck out.
, but the
Jacksonville.
2
5
2 south paid a price that entitles her
Taylor waited and walked, McBatteries: Allen and Belt; Way feeling
s, when there is no need for
Clain hit to far left and Taylor and Wolfe.
Umpire, Bush.
wounding them, to some considerareached second. Gilligan was out on
tion.
first. Taylor 'made a great run for
The Kids Won.
NIT% Roosevelt has acted promptly
Itome plate but failed to reach it.
Room No. 5.
The Kids beat the Paducah 'High and considerately and the south
Paducah,
ap'"1"—"".. In the second Armstrong hit to school
Columbia Bldg.
's yesterday after a tight game preciates it.—Louisville Times.
hentucky.
..."`t-e•Gilligan and was out before he the score
being 5 to 6 in the Kids
reached Dr. Haas' office. Perryhill favor.
The line up is as follows:
The Ways of the West.
hit to Gilligan and Armstrong was Kids.
The steam schooner, a vessel whose
High School.
out Qii second. Chisholms high foul
Ji. St. John
catcher
Cope build to the Pacific, often goes to
was caught by Nieppert.
I'. Gallager
Pitcher
R.•Bagby sea "with her load line over he
For Paducah Hass hit a short one C. Ender
hatch." Which means that after her
Rooms 3 anc J Regi.ter Building
s
first base
M.
Gallager
..nd was out on first. Perry got to W. Wilhe
lm second base W. Shepard hold has been crammed with targo, 323 1-2 BM 14...11/11, cmauc.ah, Ky.
base on balls.
a deck-load of lumber is piled half
Miller flew otit L. Levy
New
third base
4go.
D. Yeiser way up
l'erry stole secondi—Nieppert out to 11 Berry
the masts, so that her skipper
short stop
0.
Tate.
puts out with the water washing SPECIALTIES:
second.
N. Mitchel
left field
G. Elliott green over his main
Nothing doing nowhere for no- 11.
deck, and an
List center field G. McChesney
Abstracling of Titles,
occasional comber frisking across his
body. In the third McCarthy hit fot S
Loyd
right field
S. Smith. battened hatches. Along the 'harbor
insurance, Corporation and
first and stole second. Vance fanned
Real Estate Lam
front of Seattle runs the story of a
Diehl hit to pitcher—out at fir.,'.
Arranging for Accidents.
passenger who loped down to the
Walls hit a high fly to Miller and
Cairo fans will stick loyally to the wharf in a hurry
to get aboard a dequit business side out.
team all season. They want to see parting schooner.
in connection with t)-. best FounHie balanced himSouth knoeked a high fly to Vance the men take every
chance. Errors self on the stringpiece for an instant,
Taylor made a two base hit and in their eyes are eviden
tain service, Zach
---a has added
ce that a play- looked down at what little he could
reached third on a passed hall- but er so charged up, made an honest
en- see of the laden craft, and hove his' a fine line of
could'nt get home. Chisholm and deavor and failed, something that
oc- grip sack down the only opening in
Armstrong slowed him down. Gilli- curs to one in every walk of life. It sight. lie
was about to dive after it
gan's short grounder stopped him at is far better to have tried and failed when a lounger
on the wharf shoutthan not to have tried at all. Barr- ed:
first.
The fourth began by Doyle flying ing dumb -plays everything goes with
"Iii, there! where do you think
out to Taylor.
Armstrong struck the fans this year.—Cairo Bulletin.
you're jumpin' to? That's the smokeout. Ensing sent a sky scraper tn
stack you tossed your baggage and will continue to keep up .ie repAnother Best Ever.
Taylor.
down."
atation our fountain has frt ?nage%
Wolfe is the best catcher ever seen
"Hell!" gasped the passenger, "I
• Then Hass sent a great one to
cent
Ice Cream. Don't fctjot
left field for -first base. Wetzel got in the Kitty League. He will sur- thought it was the hatch."—Ralph D.
prise
the
other
towns who think their Paine, in "The Builders," in the Outfirst on a hit.
Perry bunted and
backstops are just "it.
He is a ing Magazine for May.
Haas made third. Wetzel second. heavy
hitter and the way he whips
Everybody wcnt crazy. Miller hit to 'ern
down with, his powerful right is
The Vanishing Veterans.
far left field and Haas came in. a caution.
"Watch Wkilfe."—Cairo
The
Confederate reunion this year
Neipert reached first on balls South Citizen.
at New Orleans has brought conSEVENTH AND BROADWAY
sent a good one out in the gloaming
spicuously to mind the yearly lessen and Wetzel and Neippert came in.
Last Blast of Hot Air.
TEL. 7g.
ing in the ranks of veteran bravery.
Tarlse-,t.tis.k_enst ii, the fifth Perry
The lime Is too close al hand to The old soldiers, Federa
and
l
Con_
hill knocked the ball a mile but bandy words with the press over the' federa
te, are fast passing away. It is
RPM- BSTA":•.-. 'WESTERN KENTUCKY
laylor was under it. Chisholm hit circuit. Every man, woman and child we believe,
FARM. MSS
cruel to insist on parades
LY PAYMENT' LOTS FOR INVESTME
a high foul and Neipert nipped _it. in Cairo believes that we have the at annual gatherings of the vetera
NT.
wrsnotm
ns.
•ITUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND
McCarthy made a base hit and Vance greatest aggregation of ball players' The old men, brave and true,
PRICE LIST
should
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR IT.
struck out. McClain reached first on that has ever represented the city,' b United to reSt, and not to fatigue
a long Hy. Gilligan hit to short and taken as a whole. The writer has all, themselves for the: enjoyment of
IfT.DG ^R W. WRITTEMOR
Petahth. Mo.
stopped. Mc made second. Haas •out along claimed Cairo would win the, young people. The latter would fter
pennan
t and we now believe it all be better plitase
on first and Mlac on third. Then
a
d to have the old
stronger than ever. this belief in the heroes enjoy a ghod,•
'Wetzel struck out.
restful, refresh first place was based upon absolute, ing time away
frbm home than sillIn the sixth, did'nt anybody tally,
faith in Manager McCarthy's ability fee from weariness,
worry and nerve
but there was something doing.
to do things. Secondly having closely: wreck. We
have too much parading
Vance reached first; then Diehl watched
the other teams and made. in America any way. Parade
s are
sent a short one to South who comparisons of
their strength, Cairo fatiguing to both participants and to
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boilercould'nt handle it in' time. Doyle hit has strengthened
Will brio t pleasure sa yew
each position on' observers. The very children who
to left. Vance out at second. Haas the team until in every department
home di. .4 ng the long w- ,er
ir crowd to witness these dernonstramade a great thraw to NeiPPert and evecele the others. The men have been'
tions become tired of the very exciteevenings. They are r
put Vance out before he could touch selected by Mr. McCarthy with great ment
of it all. An assemblage or
b°Ine plate.
care and judgment, attention being series of, assemblages in
now at or store.
Offiee Phone 369.
C ne in
large halls
Residence Phone 736
Perry knocked a high fly to second. paid, no only to their ability as ball or on fitting camp ground
s would, by
and
hear
them.
The
yetfll
player
Miller out on first. , Neippert out
s, but general habits and dispo-, far, better meet the just idea
of a
4
rsition. Under the leadership of Capt.' veterans' reunion.—Lem
Want one. BIr gel," Hon of
oa first.
isvitle Herald.
Ditrid
4
ge hair tine inside work will be
In the seventh Deihl hit a long fly
records.
ped. In this he will be assisted' It is said
to Miller. Walls flew out to Perry,'develo
to be a rare thirrg for a
b
couple of lieutenants whom be vagrant to
Doyle hit for two bags but had to
be found in Rpseellville.
aselect, there
will
being a sufficiency of Down there if a man doesn'
slide for second. He made home
t work
brains on the team to supply him he doesn't stay
piate on bad throw of Neippert
in town. They won't
with the neccessary assistance. With let him stay.
third. Armstrong made first. Ensing
these men he will undoubtedly take
ferried.
counsel tlahough he will 'have full and
Flee/tie cars began running la'st
South went out to boyle. Taylor comple
te charge of the team as cap- Friday between Paris and c
om-ge.
fanned. McClain flew out to secoo411. tain. We feel confident
that perfect town via Lexington withOilt change,
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General Insurance Agency
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Headache
Powders

A Good Bicycle

„a.**
The "Tribune," "Rambler," "Monar
ch"
and "Imperial" Bicycles

J. N. Oehlsatlaeger

WILLIAMS

ALBEN W. BARKLEY,
Attorney-at-Law

4

,

E. H.PUP Y EAR,
Attorney .A.Law

BICYCLE COMPANY,

We are now open
for business at
121423 N.I
:Fourth St.

FOREMANBROS.
Novelty Works.

EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE,
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403 Broadway:
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THE REGIS rER

end one that should be taken up by
the newspapers and the public, and
the offending officer exposed before
has sworn--tothe peb
_
_ -Oe wheiin-.--he
serve faithfully. Think for a moment of the vast power one man
arrogates to himself when he places
himself above the. law, and directs
a grand jury to lea to do'its duty.
There is one way to put a stop to
this outrageous practice and that in
to indict a few prosecuting attorneys
who' use their office for their own
profit and that of their friends, a
fail to perform their sworn lila.
Juiome once bad tilt confidence and
enteem -of- the ottople-but his- conduct recently has been of a nature
as to cause the people to charge
their minth.

Jerome's Responsibility.

ZAPOTECAN WEDDING

0

INJURED BY MEDICINES.

(Louisville Courier. Journal.)
Unwarranted Attacks Upon
The whole country is watching the
s_ of the "Patent" Radio
CONIAL OS
VICTIVIESQ
revelations,
insurance
and
--aathe
PUBLISHED V -THE—
Variety.
INDIAltS.
TEHUANTEPEC
largest companies- have their habitat
REGISTER eir.WSPAPER CO.
in New York, -policyholders elsewhere
It has been charged by one or two
(Incorporated)
are notably concerned in what takes
eastern magazines that "patent" medReal
Affair
of
an
"Fiesta"
Is
The
place there. Hence when the April
icines are injuring those who use
Beauty-arass Band a FeaAt Register building, 523 Broachray.
grand jury reported to Recorder Goff
them, and, as these statements are to
Proture
of
the
that they had failed -to investigate
be used as arguments for the passage,
JAMES E. WILHELM/ President
political contributions by insurance
at. the next legisla.tiee session, of laws
JOHN WILHELM, Treasurer.
companies, the whole country was inThe Indians of the Isthmus of Tehuan- prohibiting the saia of these mediLinee,
ROBERT S. WILHELM, Secretary.
terested .
tepec are a race apart. Ethnologists the figures of u Calcago statistician
s,
For this failure of the grand jury,
that the beauty of the women of the are of unusual im.urest and imporsay
Paduof
postoffice
the
Entered at
District Attorney \Wham Travers Zapotecan race, the principal people of tance.
cah, Ky., as second-class mail matter.
NEWJerome is responsible. The recorder
'That less than oue-twentlet
Li
the isthmus, is excelled only by the
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Trimble streets grounds, in violation of the laws which prescribe no
manual labor shall be done on Sunday.
SPIRITED AWAY
TO PRINCETON
Four Negroes Who Shot Police Officers in Christian County, Ky.
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Hopkinsville, Ky., May 3.—John
Roland, Joe Springfield and William
and Charles Layne, the four negroes
with- whom Policeman Raydon and
his deputy, E. J. Dbugherty, had a
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pitched battle Tuesday night, in
Mr, James Shaw, the Prontoter. Is
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which Dougherty received a wound
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,Expected in This City Today.- . through_ the right breast and.Ha-ydon
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wais barely saved by his star, were
or Tomorrow.
spirited ayw from Princeton last
night on account of the many rumors
Chairman George Walters of Cenof lynching, which would probably
have been ttempted. It was at first,
tral Labor Body, Closed Witja
Intended
to take the prisoners to
Men are now busily engaged at
Cadiz, and the officers left here at
Heck People For Next Fall.
Wallace park grading and getting
11:3o to drive through, but the terinto good condition the plot of rific
rainstorm caught them at Gracey
ground whereon will be given the and they were
forced to stop at a
Chautauqua next. month. The ground farm house, and this morning
caught.
14 that standing too feet back behind a train
THINGS BOOMING
and went to Princeton.
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the residence which sits on top of the
There was also considerable talk of
IN CARNIVAL LINE park hill, and graders are now level- a negro uprising last night, but
no
ling up the spot, while the several such attempt was mde; in fact, the
big holes are being filled with dirt principal streets were ominously quiet
so things will be in the best condition and desterted by all classes.
Dougherty passed a most uncomThe carnival cowhides at Twelfth possible.
and Trimble streets with unabated
The sale of the tents is progressing fortable night, but his wound is not
interest and. attendance, about 5,000 nicely andeprospects are that hun- considered serious unless complicapeople being ots, on the grounds, arcds will camp right on the grounds tions arise. Charles Layne, the negro
wounded, received, a bullet in the
again last night, notwithstanding etch day and night and help make
palm of his right hand, whiCh will
that dark, threatenting clouds over- the affair a great success. Tents are
probably cause him to lose the use
hanging the city indicated rain which put up at the park and sold in ad- of the
member.
never fell, while the wind blew vance to people so they can sleep
The cabin where the negroes were
pretty strong and seemed as if a right inside and not have to come all at bay is said to be literally shot to
so small cyclone might be en route. the way to the city after nightfall. pieces as a result of the volleys which
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rain and storm, and the fun and much trouble. The tents will he
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nicrry-making went ahead the same lerge enough for several people to oc- no further complications are expected.
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3rd next fall. The chairman made clue from defendant, and also to lators adopting an ordinance doing
The girl with a sarcastic tongue is
with the company one of the most settle the controversy 'regarding the away with several patrolmen, and also disliked as well as feared. She has
Ais Xincia Monuments and General Cemetery Work (Use
liberal contracts for the Paducah tqle to some property. Lawyer D. the sleuths. Mts.. Miller continued such a bond way of hitting one in
people, ever gotten from an amuse- G. Parks goes down also, he having that he had gone around and gotten the weakest spot.
been chosen to preside as special the pledge of a majority of the coun—
esent concern of this kind.
judge
for the action.
cil and aldermen to pay the salaries
A man of eighty, elected a judge
The Heck people are now showing
The plaintiff is the wife of Fred of the detectives if they were placed for Frutigen. Switzerland, is to go
1111ht Louisville this week, and while
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
Shocfnaker,
the printer formerly of back to work, but that the latter did throughi a university course in order
ere Mr. Walters viewed
their
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOSnot
seem
inclined
to
resume their to enable him to pass the examinashows, which were found to equal in here who went to Cairo several
URE AND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITENESS; does not beunless
duties
there
was
readopted
the
tion
law.
required
by
to
ago
stars
reside.
When
her
cvery respect, and excel in many,
come dark and discolored.
ordinance
creating
their
deof
offices
ilie attractions shown by the general parents died down about Lovelace- tective, and' w hich measure
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT
was reThe man who always has the sins
carnival troupes touring the country. ville Baker was selected as her pealed come weeks since
by the legis- of others before him puts his own in
remained
guardian
and
as
such
until
There arc fifteen paid attractions,
latiive authorities. This bill could his pocket.
about five free acts of merit, and She was of age. Now she claims not be' passed again until the full
he
that
owes
balance
her
a
of $1,600 boards
many other features.
hold' their regular meeting - You cannot lead men to their posNow that he has- closed the en- due her from her father's 'estate. next week, so' for the sake of the
sible good unless you have some
SOLE AGENT, 1609 TRIMBLE ST., PADUCAH, KY.
tract with the compan/ and settled from Baker. While the latter was emergency existing, the members out
faith in their present good.
serving
her
guardian
as
some
he
had
matters in this respect, and as reof session, pledged Ithemselves to pay
retmumperttn•tstr
the the sleuths if they would go back.
gards the, date, the Committees will Lovelaceville property sold,
_Mob
money
to
be
re-invested
for her The tatted did not take ti this kin!get down to work immediately and
though, so the matter has been
have everything locally arranged benefit. She now asks the court to
long brine the date for the entertain- set aside the sale and decree her as drOpped altogether.
It is probable that when the state
ment. September 3rd 's the annual owner of the land.
gems
---1.-ba o—
r -Tray-dite, qiiiiTore- t& centhorizing second class cities to have
Obstructing Highway.
tral Labor body not only celebrates
than thiry policemen, the
that event, but gimes five more days
Joe Trinkle of five miles friftn this not less
commissioners will put both the
of fun and pleasure. .Prosstects are city upon the Husbands road, was
sleuth. back • to work as policemen,
his will be one of the most success- warranted on the charge of building
them in plain clothe,
hut worl
el alivei ce. coaducted
ii les a fence across the public road out
wally meanrs they will be
city of Paducah, because. the'eeveral that way and illegally obstructing det ctives.
thousand nismbers of the unions are the highway. He was arrested by
A tempts were made Tuesday eveworking hard to make it excel any- Deputy Sheriff Clark Fortson, and ning to hay the council and aldermen
!Ling ever taremnted in this roe.
the matter comes up before Judge meet as a committee of the whole to
(Prevwm waIdatacouil p''
Lightfoot tomorrow morning at to settle the matter, but this proving in--o'clock. Trinkle gave bond for his effectual the proposition is dropped.
Wledding This Everts(
appearance.
Ths evening at ia o'clock two of
aarcastk Girl Not Lovely.
Call at en rstore and hear the at a moment's notice and here you
the lgorrotes will be united in marenamel Steel Horn with large ampli''a
No Truatee Chosen.
specialty
prepared Records of Bands have the beat orchestra of the counriage at their village on the grouldh, Referee E. W. Bagby of the hankfying
Bell' and Brass Detachable
Sarcasm from the lips of a girl is and other Instrumental Music, Songs, try to play the dance music. Or
you Horn Connection.
and it is needless to 'fay a large Mist cadre, has returned from Wickno .attractive.
Stories, Recitations, and assure your- may wish to leadn a song and what
crowd will he present to wtitiosa.s,the liffe where he went to
Detachable Horn Supporting. Arm.
hold the first
No doubt there are many occasions self that this is the best offered. You bitter instructor can you have
marriage ceremony that is," op of the coeditors'
than
Aluminum Swinging Arm—
meeting in the bankruptcy when the t•ernptation to be sarcastic Buy only the Records.
one of the Peerless singers to phrase
most interesting ever viewed.
Noiseless 'and perfectly construdproceeding of William P Stafford. is well nigh irresistible, but take my
a song over and over again if need ttd Motor.
STANDARD TALKING
Tb* bgrikrupt did not evidence advice, girls, and conquer it.
Pearl buttons are becoming more
be.
The possibilities of this wonder- 'Oil tempered beatings that
sarcastic
the
from
Men keep away
will
MACHINE RECORDS AREfashionable among ladies.; fillips Ott tiny abVetkno trustee was chosen to
ful little machine for instenction and last iffCtline—
is
she
afrid
always
are
they
stiels
Birmingham pearl button !fade *MO represestrtbe „creditors in wiridiassif up
FAMOUS FOR TINCIR TONE
smustment are endless.
'naking ridicule of them, and that is
An atlittlaVe Speed screw—
the estate.;
has declined of late years, peAtnieet
This Graprophone represents one ' Indestructable Natoral Tone
AND QUALSTT.
just oaf thing that they cannot enSound
revive.
of the latest achievements of
dure, .
.
Cereleal Warrants.
home
'As
a
entertainer it bas no 1..rgest and best equipped Tat
Don't try to say sharp, funny
Standard Talking Machine
Thii morning in,the court of' JusAn Enrlish woman named Mes
things; be content to be merely gen- equal. The best talent in the coun- Machine Indatitry in the
Every Customer whose Cash
Kenway had a unique aocidant Aft tice Charles Emery there comes up tle, lovable kirls.
try is brought right to your fire- Therefore its reproduction will stirPurchases amount to
Egypt' recently. She fell from the the warrants charging
Secretary
A sense of humor is not as valu- side to while away evenings with ptise and delight the most exacting
Sec and hear this wonderful instrutop of one of the pyramid. She was Rodney Davis, Contractor_ George Is- able a ,quality -in a girl as it right
comical recitations and songs. An listener.
ment
yid learn how easily you am
sesiously hurt.
glans, Wes Fln*ers 'Ind dtherir of
seem. It often leads her into laugh- letprenipto dance nay be gimes vo
The equipment consists of t6 inch obtain one free.
r"P"
-• fIt *eirtarriff, with haring violated ing at ner friends and making them
More often than not the, inside tip the Sabbath by wotking themselves appear foolish. She seem funhy thing
hail, to win out.
a1
and the;r men at the Twelfth and at the wrong time and place, and
SHAPE,.

Over 16 Years of Age o
work in basket room.

Steady work and good pay.
Apply at once at office of

SUING FORMER DETECTIVE
GUARDIAN MATTER DROPPED

ergenthaler-Horton
Basket Company.

Fir st-Class
Watch Work

).

BY EXPERT WATCH MAKERS
Prices Reasonable.

d. J. Bleich,

224 Broadway

PADUCAH, KY.

Green River Stone

John S. Porteous Marble, Granite
and Stone Works.

to tlia

.t

Remember it's free. See
this machine. Read. our
offer----A natural tone
talking and singing
machine

Free

LENDLER & LYDON.

Paducah, Kentucky

COMPLEXION AND TRAVEL

I PRUDENT PERCY:

1

English as She Is Spoke.
Wbssatoogot?
Afnoonnoos. Lassdition.
Enthinkinnut?
Naw. Nuthninnut 'cept Is,sepeeeb
rosefelt's. Lottarot.
Donsayso?
Woiewatherved1011
shun?
eesrain.
Donbleevtho.
Funthing
Thasrightl—Life.„

Troubles of the Rich.
011 Magnate—Alt, my boy, a 22111
Bonaire's position is a hard one.
Skeptical Friend—In what way'
Oil Magnate—If I hoard my wealtl
they say I'm a skinflint, and if I givs
my money away they say I am tryins
to ease m,y_ 44114 eonseienes.—Tid
Bits.

How One's Beauty and Temper Can
' Fathers and mothers who knew hira
Be Iffaintained in Spite of the
said: "There are not many young
Duet and Dirt.
men like Per, y Widger, that's a fact
Even more important than a knowl- It would be a good thing if there were.
atgeTa how to appear will groomed There's a young fellowthat has some
when at home is the understanding of sense."
He certainly had some sense. Legs
A Genius.
how to make the best of oneself when
"Yes, I think my new son-in-law has
traveling. It is at such a time as this of it. in fact. Cool, .elf-eeliant, and
A Profitable Salim's.
a genius for finance."
thet eveu Lion. tee,: eana usual ie nee- with a judgment beyond his years. His
Simple—Scribble, was telling me
"Has he been making money on
eartaryeefor ,Whatelelth alint and grime parents were often congratulated on
and perspiration the average woman Percy's good, ractical qualities. His that he made 1:50 out of his last vol- stocks?"
"No; but he's just got home alters
soon loses all claims to beauty. Lack employer congratulated himself. Not ume of poems. Is It true, do 701
three weeks' vacation, with $7.50 In
of proper sleep is also often added to a bad habit to his name, industrious think?
The Cynic—Yes; his publishers' cash."—Chicago Record-Herald.
the already long list of discomforts, and carefuL
"The girl who gets Percy will be warehouse was burned down with all
and so, unless my lady is really very
Irresistible.
the poems, and as he was well insured,
clever, she is apt to discover that she lucky," said the mothers.
"I saw Grumby talking to you yes.
Some of the daughters sniffed, oth- Scribbles' share came to 60 quid. Luck)
resembles nothing even approaching
terday. I thought you said he never
chap, isn't he?
good looks when she alights from the ers sighed.
spoke to you any more?"
train to greet her loving though criti"Bought three 'blocks of the subdi"He doesn't, usually, but he noticed
Poor venni.
cal friends.
vision from Wheeler," said the fathers.
I had a cold, and he couldn't resist the
Poor
Venus
has
an
awful
time
Miath of the, mortification attendant "That boy le gelug to make money.
temptation to tell me an unfailing remAmong those other stare—
ueon such a condition could be avoided Pretty hard-heaied young chap, I tell
She cannot wear her satura dream,
edy for it."—Cleveland Leader.
by the expenditure of just a little ex- you. He'll have it paid for in a year
Nor closer sit to Mars.
—CinclusaU Cosimarelei-Telbema.
tra effort. For instance, a small case or two"
Natural Aptitude.
should be included in the list of necesHe had it pall for in a year Or two.
profession
will your son fob
"What
MITIGATTNG CIB,DtrjurrAants&
sities, and this should contain six or and the subdivi en began to build up
low?"
eight wide-mouthed bottles in which It was a shre
avestment for a
"Haven't decided! If his hair insteps
the creams, powder and lotions may young man.
daily luxuriant I'll advise him to be a
be carried. If the journey is to be a
"Well," said some of the mothers
musician. If his beard is particular13
long one, the lotions may be carried in to Mrs. Widget, "I suppose Percy will
heavy I'll tell him to be a physician."—
a concentrated form and used by add- be bringing you home a nice little
Washington Star.
ing an extra amount of water on the daughter-in-law 80.,-.3 of these fine
SECRETS.
train.
days."
Of course it goes without saying thet
"I suppose so," assented Mrs. Widger.
the wise woman of to-day is sufficiently with a sigh. "I tell him it's time he
informed to avoid the use of soap and was looleng about him, but he seerni
water entirely for the purpose of clean- quite satisfied to he at home as yet.
ing her face at such times. True, I think he is ke.eeeg his eyes open,
grime and tiny bits of coal and ctn. but he says he doesn't intend to marry
dere will fly about and imbed them- antil he's 30. lie's 24 now, to he's
selves in the skin in the moat delib- got six year* to make his choice."
erate and tantalizing fashion, and riatu"He'll make a good one when he
-ally the first impulse of the aelicted males it."
One is to vanish in the direc,ion o.
- tea, I believe he will. I've heard
the lavatory for the purpose of remov• el somebody—I believe it was Franklin
lag these disfiguring additions. Un. — eho said he chose his wife as he did
fortunately, however, the use of so his coat, for her wearing qualities
much scrubbing and rubbing only Percy is always particular about his
serves to irritate the skin, makes the clothes. He likes to be neatly dreesed,
ewe tender and thus renders it impos- but he never buys
a suit because the
sible to keep the complexion in any- Pattern happens to be pretty. He tries
thing like a pleasing condition.
this sample and that, and makes sure
The use of the lettuce cream for that every thread in it is good wool,
cleansing has been so often described and that it is properly dyed and
Judge-3o you confess that you "Loh
that it will not be necessary to repeat woven, and then brings it to me to see
the suit of clothes"! Have you any
the description, but there are other what I thin" of it."
thing to say in mitigation of sentence;
methods with which the readers are
And you think he
"How sweet!
Prisoner—Yes, your hoeor. The vest
not so familiar, and one of these is in will select his wife the same way?
was a wretched AL—Fliegeade Blast.
the use of pure almond meal mixed You must look up some samples for
She—They've been secretly engageo
ter.
with a simple solution, the formula for him."
'or a year.
which has often appeared before. This
He—How do you know?
Mrs. Widger had thought of that.
Refined Cruelty.
-emedy is made by adding to six ounces She eonsultad Percy as to his preferShe—Why, she's told almost every.
Clara—How do you haze a girl al
of rose water the Juice of one lemon, ences in
body.—Chicago Journal.
that tart of goods.
your college?
Due dram of borax, and one-half dram
"Well," said Percy, in his matterMay—We lock her in her room and
The Modern Jack Homer.
If glycerin. A few drops of tincture of
of-fact way, "I always thought I thee tell her through the keyhole about
Little Jack Horner
benzoin may also be added if desired.
should like my wife to be a brunette, the beautiful bargains which are to he
Rat is the corner,
It is employed by mixing it with the
just why In
And
as I'm suck a towhead. I think op- bad at mark-down sales.—Town Topalmond meal into a thin paste, and
The corner he sat
posites should marry. But tempera- ics.
Is quite easy to VAMP,
then spreading it carefully over the
ments should, of course, be sympaI'm °based to confess,
face and neck and allowing it to rennin
It Often Happens.
'Twas the only pima
thetic. I mean to satisfy myself very
'or a few moments. This can easily
Left in the fiat.
"I understand you played a solo at
carefully that the woman I marry is
be-arranged even when traveling by
—Judge.
congenial in tastes and habits.
I the musicale last night."
first of all cleansing the face with the
"No; merely an accompaniment"
mean I want a sensible, well-balanced
A Call Loan.
lettuce cream and then applying the
"Why, nobody sang."
pa and a well-educated girl. When
The Inexperiensed One (on Atlantis'
Paste, and allowing it to remain while
"True. But everybody talked."— liner, second day out)—By George! But
the greater part of the toilet is being I say well educated I don't mean morethrough Girton oe Chicago News.
one
been
who
1,
has
the sea certainly gives a fellow a great
completed. This paste may then be
appetite..
washed off carefully, a good powder Vassar or Wellesley only, because she
Those College Habits.
intellectually,
The Experienced One—Not gives, nil
dusted on, and the skin will look as might be very brilliant
"To be frank, this is pretty bum boy—merely lends.—Puck.
housekeeper.
incapable
a
very
and
be
cefreshed and improved as though a
cooking, old man."
good masseuse had been expending et I think more unhappiness in marrtei
"I know it, but my wife is just out
Reassured.
life comes through slipshod house
!orts upon it.
of college."
"You haven't married me just to spite
want
I
cause.
any
other
than
keeping
For those who have not the patience
"Still. I wouldn't let her haze me."- somebody,have you?"she asked,looking
'o experiment with the paste and who my wife to be strong, healthy and Chicago Sun.
anxiously up into his honest blue eyee.
lots
got
then
good-tempered.
I've
But
oersist in frequent ablutions, the al"No, dear," he absent-mindedly remond meal itself, sprinkled in the we- of time. It's not a thing I should do
Nasty.
plied. "I took you for your money
consideration
without
due
hastily
OT
er, will be found to be excellent in
Estelle—I said a word last night
It's a serious matter, choosing a part- that made Clarence the happiest man alone."--.Record-Herald.
place of soap.
ner for life."
on earth.
On Strike.
"You don't say anything about her
Eileen—Why, I didn't know you
Jim—Say, Monte, is Pat out on
BAMBOO FERN STAND.
looks," said Mrs. Widger, with a smile. were going to refuse him.—Cleveland
slits-Ike?
"Well," said Percy, "I don't want Leader.
It Is Easily Constructed and Hakim
Mike—Yis. He shtruck for more per,
good-looking. She receives so
her
too
an Attractive Rustic Ornament
he shtruck th' boss, thin he shtrucla
thin
much attention that she doesn't think
Open to Conviction.
a cop,an' now he's shtrikin'shtone in th'
for the Reuse.
it necessary to pay any attention to
"Do yen believe in the reinearne penitentiary.—Judge.
case tioa?" asked the mystical woman.
This is an easily-constructed stand others. I've found that to be the
here. You must
"I don't know," answered the man
Why He Did It.
'hat costs but very little. It may be with the girls around
exception to that rule, who weighs his opinions; "I have
"He must think a lot of his horse."
made either of bamboo or rustle have been an
mother."
never seen it tried."—Washington
"Why?"
Dranchas. The bamboo can be bought
Mrs. Widger said she had always Star.
"Because he named her after his wife."
at almost any oil and color dealer's,
Percy was, but
"That horse is a confirmed kicker,and
and at most furnishing warehouses. known how sensible
Had To.
the hardest horse to manage that he has
Three lengths of suitable height are that little talk was an immense relief to her, after all.
unison—Well, well! That's the first got."—Houston Post.
About a week after that Percy was time I ever saw you give a woman
asked to a little party of young people your seat in a crowded car.
Recrimination.
Della Benson was •
at Sermon's.
Jayson—Not so loud, please. That's
The Auto—I don't balk, or run away,
nice girl. ani her brother, Duke, was a our cook.—Cleveland Leader.
or shy at harmless things in the road.
Moe fellow. Percy decided to go.
'fah!
A Give Away.
When the mail opened the door for
The Horse—And I don't break down,
"Do you think she is very old?"
him two Fir.: were running down the
or explode, or turn turtle over bridges.
"Yes, awfully. I beard her speak yam --ob icago Sun.
stairs, hand IL hand. One was Della
of 'swinging on the gate' when she
Sanson, and the other—
All Is Revealed.
"Jessie," said Della, "let me intro- eas a little girl. It's a long time since
"Do you believe it is true that halt
duce Mr. Widger. Percy, this is my fences."—Detrolt Freee Press.
the world doesn't know how the other
very dearest friend, Miss Stralen."
Happy Days.
lives?"
Percy saw a slim, in fact, rather
Estelle—Clarence. just think of it! half
"No. They're building all the apartwaspy young woman with a pile of Five *oaks from to-day and we will be
ment houses with ate shafts now."—
yellow hair and Mg blue eyes that had married.
Cleveland Leader.
the most appealing look imaginable
Cla.reace---aVeal.-latee.-beettappyuntil she smiled, and then they were we may.—Tit-Bits.
Fairly Rolled in It.
rather mischievous In their expression.
boy dropped into poetry
office
"Our
She put out a hand. and Percy's pulse
Cruel.
as he.took it made 30 beat* above norYoung Mother—Oh, Mr. Bachellor, yesterd ay."
"How was that?"
you must see my little baby. }le's
mal.
"The literary editor kicked him into
"You're just In time," said Miss such a funny little felow.
Stralen. "We're going into the kitchRachelor—Well, Nature *Ill have the waste basket!"—Cleveland Leader.
en, and I'm going to make fudges. I her little joke.—Pnck.
The Hind She Wanted.
can't boil water without burning it,
Lady—Do you think this medicine
His Chance.
but I can make fudges. Can't L. '••
Mrs. Jawback—John, wake up! You would do my husband any good?
Della"
CAN BE MADE AT IluME
Druggist—I'm sure of it, madam.
Then had a lolly time in the kitch- are talking in your sleep.
Lady—Hum! What other kinds have
Mr. Jawback—Lemme 'lone. it's the
required, and two circular pieces of en—that is, it wotild have been jolly if
got?—Judge.
wood. Hales must be burnt in the some of the fellows had not acted so only chance I ever get, ain't it?— you
bamboo, then long brass ecrews are like fools with Miss Stralen. But of Cleveland Leader.
Poor Ground.
pased into the holes and screwed into course that was hard to avoid. Percy
At the Contort.
Reuben Hayseed—That's awful poor
the wood. The wood should be stained felt conscious that he acted rather that
Patience—That
long-haired
man ground In Deacon Hardup's farm.
or painted, and the edge, if liked, may way himself. It was a little lock of with the diamonds, at the piano, I just
Roger Turniptop—I should say sot Ot
be finished with fancy gimp, fixed on that yellow hair that had got astray heard started life as a poor musician. a dry year you can't raise an
umbrella
by tacks.
and curled itself across Miss. Stralen's
Patrice—Well, he's that yet—Yonk- on 1L—Judge.
heat-flushed cheek that made him feel ers Statesman.
When Gentleman Precedes.
particularly idiotic.
Mean Thing!
At the theater the gentleman pro
But eke lot him beat the fudge.
Perfectly Simple.
Susie—Just think! Tom says there
ceder; the lady and stands at the en"Your language is very simple."
And once she looked at him sideisn't a girl in town with a complexion,
trance to their seats to allow her to
"Ti.?"
ways with a little smile that—1
like mine.
pass in first. The same at church. The
"Yes; you say when a fighter is all
All the way home that night Percy
Lucie—Isn't he the knocker?--Cleve.
gentleman takes the lead also in Imo
thought of that little smile, and thee In it is easy to put him out."—Houte land Leader.
lug. Ile will assist the lady in putting
of the curl of yellow hair, and he felt ton Post.
on her wraps before be puts gn Ma
the peculiar pulse- acceleration again.
A Specious Pleader.
own overtoat
Not Single.
Odd in Percy, wasn't it? He couldn't
Re--Kissing is a sure care for,
110—How many sieters have you Lett freckles.
sleep for thinking of those things.
With Large Hips.
NU—Two.
And they were married within six
She—I have no freckles.
The woman with the large hien
Are they single?"
He-- But it is a fine preventive.--Chi-:
should have her long coat almost econthe, Percy and Miss Stralen. Pere,
aSol-they'rekiriba."—Yoshers gtates. cage Sun.
straight under ihe arms, t• Sutton VAS didn't want to wait that long.—Ms:ago Daily News.
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GUY NANCE,
Manager.

FRITZ KETTLER,
A insistent.

M. NANCE.
Embalmer.

GUY NANCE
Undertaker and Embalmer,
PRIVATE AMBULANCE
for Sick and Injuied Only.
253 SOUTH THIRD STREET.
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT,
OLD PHONE 699.
NEW PHONE 334.
PADUCAH, KY.

Paducah Transfer Company
(Incorporated.)

General Cartage Business,
Superior Facilities for
Handling Freight, Machinery
And Household:Goods.

Office
2nd and Monroe
Both 'Phones

P. D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.

Next toWashinggishos

•11

-The most despised drudgery of housekeeping is the care of the
several fires and the sweeping up of the ashes and dust they produce. Unless, of course, you own a

Hot, Water or Steam System
Only one fire then needed an d no dust or ashes in the living
rooms.
Estimates free.

EdDJ-lannan
Both Phones sos.

131 Pea FJurth Se., 325 Kentucky ATOMIC

CENT4.1k§a...1..,.1/lk1111;n1PITIall

e line of maenad
BICT
g=il NDRIEld at PILIC0ff
/ILLOW any other manufacturer aaliIn a
the world.
1,
from anyv..•
at auy
OT OD owy ki.d of terms, until Tow have received OUT
Templet! ETOO COT*
.
&ogees illustrating and describing every kind of high•grade
and I w-gradt
biclea, old patterns and latest models,sod learn of our remarkably I.O'lli
Pine= end wonderful new offers made possible by wiling
from factory
direct to rider with no middlemen's profits.
war amp we AOVat unaboart a coot depose. Pay the Freight end
allow 10 Days Free Tried and make other liberal terms which so othri
house in the world will do. You will learn everything and get much vale
able information by simply writiag us• postal.
We need •
in every town end can oiler an opportunitl
to make money atab
r .
le ging men who apply at mice.
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DO NOT DUI'A BICYCLE
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$8 0PUNCTURE-PROOF TIRES

Law Price $

wst Will 8."

lifia"543IntroPerdetOOPair.
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$0A
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NAILS, TACKS
04 GLASS
You a Sample
WONT LET
Pak
, loP Only
CUT THE ca
(wise lull /4 °mote s4.se)
NO MORE TROUBLE FROM PUNCTURES.
Result of 15 years experience in the
making. No danger from THORNS.CACNotts* tam this* ribber tread
TUS, PINS. NAILS. TACKS or GLASS.
"A"end puncture strips **It"
Serious punctures, like intentional knife cuts, can
and "D." also rim strip •.II"
be vulcanized like any other tire
to prevent rim setting. This
sew will eather an other
Two Hundred Thousand pairs now Li adual wee. Over
malles—ROPT,
C and
:eventv-live Thomisd pairs mid last year.
KANT RIDLIft1.
DEPORIPTION. Made In all elzea It is lively and easy riding, very(hirable and lined Inside
with•special quality of rubber. which never becomes porous •nd which closes'apeman punctures
without allowing the air to escape. We have hundreds of letters from satisfied customers stating
that their tires have only been pumped up once or twice la•whole sessoo. They weigh
no more than
an ordinary tire, the puncture resisting qualities Wag gives by several layers of thin,
prepared fabric on the tread. That "Holding back"sonads commonly felt when riding easpecially
or soft roads is overcome by the patent -fiadtet Weaver tread which Tinniest& all air fromasphalt
being
squeezed out between the tire and the road thus overcoming all section. The regular
price of these
tires is align per pair, but for advertising purposes we saw tasking a medal factory price te the rider
of only kilo per pair. All orders shipped same day letter la received We ship CO.D. no approval
You do not pay•cent math you have examined and found them strictly as
ted.
We will allow•cosi dlseisant of 3 per cent (thereby, making the price Sass
par)If
Nees wad
gum. CASH WIT!, ORDUR and enclose this advertisement. We will an and
sae Bickel
plated brass hand pump and two Sampson metal puncture closers on full palladia,(these
metal
puncture closers to be used in case of Intentional knife ruts or heavy gashes). Thee to be returned
at OUR espouse if for any reason they are not satisfactory cm examination.
We are perfectly reliable sad seasay seat to as Is as sale as In • bank. Ask your Postmaster,
Banker, 'ftPrMI or Freight Ages!or the Nditor of this paper about ma If you order a pelf ad
these dam you will And that Ahoy, will ride easier. rim faster. wear better, last longer and look
aiDeT than any lise you have ever vied or seen at any price. We know that you will be ao well piesserl
that when yon went • bicycle you will give us your order. We want you to send us•small
trial
order at mice, hence this remarkable tire offer.
00AsnER.armircs, built-up-win/ob. Obibilbss. pedalo, parts and repairs, and
everything its the bicycle line are sold by us at half twastatal
prima charged by dealers and repair
Write fr our big IIVNifeRlf catalogue
but write
THUM 'OW
Ma a
NOT
DO
wri
e or a pile of tires from anyone ustil you know the sew and
wonderful offers we are making. It only costs•postal to leant everything. Write It POW. a

twur
MEM) CYCLE COMPANY, Dopt.•"41L" CHICAGO, ILL,

•
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GREAT SALE

WALL PAPER STORE
Moved to 315 Broadway
WE ARE NOW SHOWING THE BEST
VALUES IN WALLPAPER THAT HAS EVER BEEN OFFERED.
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE THE
BARGAINS VIE HAVE TO'
OFFER YOU.
.22.5 oft OM
OM OM OM OM MO

For the next few days Wallpaper that is usually sold elsewhere
at 20 cents per roll, we will sell for
15c per roll.
. Paper usually sold at mac we will
sell for 8e.
re.
....Paper usually sold at 8c we will
sell at 5C,
We carry a large and complete
line of Picture Frames, Mouldings,
and Window Shades in all colors.
A large line of roofing and building papers, canvass and tacks.
IIIIINUMMONMUSNIlitettlUtlimmoullet

C. C.,„ LEE. 315

OO MOO

HUBBY'S HARANGUE.!

FEMININE WOMAN
.1

AN ANCIENT INDIAN JAR.
• Specimen of Crockery Reeently
Discovered in the State Of
New York,

No, my dear, I am in no oondlUon to4
notice," observed the gamey
go out again to-night You seem to lowed, pug-nosed man, who didn't look I
forget that all day long I have been as if he'd know the difference between I
on my feet, talking insurance to peo- the higher and nobler and a load of
R. Horracks, of Fonda, N. Y., while
ple until I'm hoarse, and all so that steam coal-"I notice that the bao_h,
*talking deer during the last hunting
You can Veer good clothed ant Main 'advertising *ads ot some of the magi.
season at the Little Falls of the upper
S comfortable home. I haven't taken sines publish • testimonial as to the
waters of the Sacondaga, near Lake
You out for seven weeks, and you're merits of a certain brand of unscentPiseeo, caught in a heavy downpour
sick of sitting around doing the mend- ed toilet soap, written by one of the of
rain, was obliged to seek shelter
log and wishing you were dead?
shortlialred ladies who has. been do- from the storm under the ledges of the
ei3y hokey, that's • woman! That's ing her little bit during the past half Little Falls. While sitting there his
appreciation for a man who slaves all century or so toward obtaining the attention was attracted to what seemed
day, just for a woman's sake, and franchise for women.
to be a round, brown boulder partly
when he's so worn out that he can't
"The picture of the woman who covered with moss. Carelessly strik
move, and his ankles ache, and his Likes the unscented soap is run with ing it it gave forth a hollow sound. Hie
stomach ain't in good :hap*, and the Uie ad, and her testimonial is surely curiosity being excited, he dug away
barber cut his chin three times, which a heap fulsome and gushy for a pure- the earth with his hunting knife and
may bring on blood poisoning-in fee, ly volpntary contribution.
soon laid bare a symmetrically formed
It feels very queer right now-then
"In the course of her remarks in earthen jar.
you harp and harp on the subject of the testimonial she says this: 'I abThe jar stands ten inches high. Al
Me not taking you out.
hor a perfumed woman.'
its largest circumference it measures
No, Maria, L don't want anything
"I'm going to take, with your kind 30 inches, and at its smallest 20 inches
put on my cuts. Leave my face alone. permission, a short-arm blff at that The circumference of the top or mouth
.1 hate anyone eternally picking at me remark of hers about the perfumed of the jar is 24 inches.
-I really do. And Quit that snuffling woman.
The vessel on the inside bears sign,
The least little thing which happeni
& regular bug over a well-per- of use, but the outside shows no trace
means you turn on the water works, fumed woman,
of fire, as is usual in Indian jars. The
Indeed! This is the first night I've
"To me a perfumed woman is the bottom is rounded. The ornamentastayed home, and for all I care you real thing in femininity.
tion around the top is of the usual
,. lipoid go without pleasure all yew
"The daintily perfumed woman, who, style of the Mohawk pottery-that ia,
life. See here, Maria! I am out at when she swishes past you, has some- a series of straight and diagonal lines
'
eight, sad why? Because I am work- thing about her that makes you vague- The jar still bears the moss that had
tng, woman. That's the reason! Talk. ly recall the old honeysuckle-oovered gathered on the rounded bottom that
tag insurance to men I can't find duo porch that you knew a quarter of • was exposed above the earth.
itig the day. Yes, I go to clubs and century ago-she's the one for mine.
The jar is a well preserved specimen
hotels. I have to, in my business.
he carries with her the suggestion of of Mohawk pottery, and is rare on ac
If I didn't guzzle so much booze I asphodellan meadows and starlit dells, count of the shape of the top, which it
wouldn't need to make so much moo. the cool aroma of cornfields at dusk.
cut in three curves, forming three
ey? Maria, your Itugguege is Bickel"She swirls by you and leaven in points, which give it a triangular aptag: booze is no word for•lady to uy your heart a little chiming back to the pearance.
It is a singular fact that the three
and it cuts a man to hear his wife, wild roses that you picked on your
whom he guards every way, get off way to the old crick where you went largest specimens of Indian pottery
now in the valley were found In the
any of that stuff. I said It when I in swimmin'.
came in with a bun on, and told you
"When the daintily perfumed wo- lake region of the foothills of the
I'd had some of the best in town? A man frou (roes in or out of your office AcHrondacks-the Richmond jar, the
woman who artfully worms thinzs out you sort o' elm back to those old Hanson jar and the Horracks jar.
The Horracks jar is in the poeuressioe
of • person when he is so tired sad mornings of your kidhood when the
weak from overwork that he is ball nest-awakened dawn smelt so sweet of W. Max Reid for the present and ii
crazy ought to be ashamed.
biter you'd turned out early to chop an interesting study. It Is not as large
I was not drunk! At the corner hers the kindling wood for the kitchen fire. as the Hanson jar, but to those inter
ill took one glass of beer, to revive my'
"She's feminine, the well-perfumed ested in the life and affairs of the
"original Americans" is of equal value
elf. and that is all. I smelt like I had rumen, that's all.
"Tr-taken a bath in it? say, Maria, I hats
••I want 'em feminine all the was
vulgarity. p The reason I came in quiet- throurh for mine.
OLD-TIME RUSSIAN REPUBLIC
ty was in order not to disturb you, and
"Like 'Ir.:, to wear unsanitary clothes
the thanks I get are that you sit np in .pd things. I never gave two looks at Genuine Republicanism Obtained with
Everyone on Equal
bed and bawl me out! I did leave my t woman wearing these co-called cum shoes outside in the ball, I admit, and (non-sense clothes and shoes and sac()
Footing.
I put my light overcoat in the icebox gear, arei I never mu any other man
40?
It is not generally known that the
because I don't know where you•keep that did. I want 'ern to wear just al
bent
revolutionists,
on
making Russia
' things anyway, and it seemed a good nigh heels as ever they blame please
place. Keep right oa laughing, ma- o wear, and the tighter and straighter a republic, are grounding their belief
that the Muscovites will accept this
dam!
tront their corsets, why, the better it
What! Perhaps I don't know that I otitis me. The stay Ii as woman hooks form of government on the fact that
left only one shoe and a bottle of gin lIke a tombleation of an Ellis Island at one time there were • number of
is the hall and put the other shoe immigrant and a fat lady out of a republics in the present absolute emaway in the umbrella stand, where I Ruben. picture to me, and the woman pire. Chief among them, says the Coualways hide bottles? Bah! I won't with flat-heeled shoes of the so-called rier-Journal, was the republic of Novdiscuss it. I'll take one of those 'ommon-sense kind looks to me as If gorod, embracing the immense territory
gickal torches I Wore to smoke so that she ought to be a policeman, or carry- from the White sea and Dvina to the
Volga and the Sea of Peipus. Other
Yee can wallow in luxury and sit over trig the hod, or something like that.
republics were the states of Pskoff.
hare and read. No, I'm not going to
"Me for the womanny woman.
Vjatka and others. They lost their inread the dope. I don't even know
"Minnie a lyre, or • harp. or a fuwhat you mean. Did I get these cigars gclborn, or a kazoo, or any old thing, dependence at the end of the fifteenth
century to the grand duke of Moscow.
'
tor a nickel? Tee, I did. (By Jove,
that may slug the glories and the
In these Russian republics of old
It.4"/. eel a regular It.. A fellow must praises of the purely feminine woman!
real republicanism obtained, according
tall a IN OCIMS•timea. She'd fly clear
"She was here in the world's early
tip sad hit the sky if I told the truth dawn, and she's going to be right here to the propaganda literature of the
about 'em.) Why do you turn up roar alongside of us, I hope, when we're revolutionists, now scattered bread/cast
sow Maria? You know it don't maks Caving $1.33 round-trip excursions to over Russia. The poorest citizen had
as much voice in the government as
a freckled pug nose any handsomer.
Mars!
the richest; absolute majority at the
Your father laughed and laughed
"I never could see the woman who polls decided all questions of interior
self-demy
about
him
when you told
wears men's hob-nailed shoes, and sus- and foreign affairs. When an official
:dal and reff nickel cigars? He said penders, and such like, and who nags
was accused of wrongdoing all the citthey were 25 cents each sad I 'must scented soaps and perfumes and things
sat in judgment on him anti do
izens
Your
have a pull ff I get 'ern cheaper?
of that kind because she considers 'em cided by their votes whether he should
father is a confounded meddling old too womaeish.
be retained or should lose his caliche
idiot! Said the gang in that new club
-All of the adonehleness of women bead. The minority had to submit ta
I'm In would trim me good, did he? consists in their femininity.
the majority in all things, and the
And I ought to have some one teach
because every once In a while president or prInee, as he was called,
'It's
me to play pool and poker?
she gets her household work done elected for several years, held office
Lemros tail you, Marla, I ain't been
early so ahe can 'go upstairs and have only with the proviso that he could be
stuck for a game since I've been in it.
a good cry,' It's because she maceratee dismissed at a moment's notice If he
and, counting out drinks and smokes
IIY into pulp with her 'because,' it's bomisbehaved Even the church authora fellow's got to buy if bee a winner, letuses she admits our premises and de- ities and the
priests were elected by
night
this
I quit all to the good every
nies our conclusions; It's because she'll popular vote, and all had to submit to
oek, and-well. I'm going out!
pucker her lips for baby talk when she dictation from the polls.
Is that so! Yea were only kidding?
wee an infant a block away; it's beur father hum% been here at alit
WORRY OF LEARNED MEN.
ause she loves roses, and lacey tbIng
By Jove! Give me the innocent, cling——
and two dollars-a-pound candy",_ We beman
A
time.
mother's
ing Wife of my
the reproachful eye The Lectern Hypothesis, a Source
us
gives
she
aase
eould live in peace Oh, yes. Of course,
of Much Concern to
only when we ought to be sewed up in
you think you've got It on me now.
the verge of
to
clubbed
Electricians.
ami
blanket
a
Maria, just because I said what I (I d
the other world; It's because she'll dig
never
Skan
woman
a
But
tun
for
Piet
It apparently matters much to the
and delve and scrape and scrap for her
see a joko of course.
Prof
ones until icy professors what matter is
little
her
and
husband
My mother never made nasty cracka
roof of Tar- Whid, of the University of Utrecht, exthe
from
hang
stalactites
end snooped around in an underhand
It's because she dabs at her eyes pounds the eiectern theory, which may
meaner, trying to catch a n an in a tarus;
mean revolutions. It is pointed out
a little wad of a handkerchief an
with
ge., What? You and she bad a good
nose is red when she sees hu- that if by progress of experiment and
her
Ill
you
put
who
laugn? She's the one
man suffering-it's just because she's theory the eiectern hypothesis in its
next about the clean, red said I'm
feminine, pal, and a hull, big heap bet- ultimate form shoold continue to gain
my father over again, all right? Hum.
ter from every point of view than we ground, if it finally should prove unwoman's
Talk about • phonograph! A
just because she Is feminine, that avoidable to accept ill. view that mat
are
-mat-lasa. beaL lahlars- lahlor fQrever
as us on the (lead 1017.-Inff-plum
e
with
here
sit
I
about nothing! Rats!
her, ever since the days of and momentum would cease to be
over
toco
• high fever from the (old I got
what they now are in our Mean, quan
king of Egypt!
shepherd
standing In drafts, teeding to business the
themselves, titles strictly invariable. The preen
perfume
to
want
they
"It
and aching all over, and when I gel
'em. I, for one, like 'em perfumed lection and confidence with which sci°Ion my feet every step is anony, and let
Let 'em do any of the old feminine ence has for centuries aimed at a de
you don't care! Yoe don't even-lio y
that they want to do. They're seription of the physical universe is
things
Moses! Is this Wednesday? Greif
always right, taking 'mai en terms only of matter and motion were
nigh
Mcott! You'll have me off my nil pretty
they don't make half as based chiefly, though half uncouscious
and
manse,
Tara
big
Here the
4 vittpletely soon!
ly, on the idea of mass and momeitum
as we men do.
mistakes
many
i 4 many parade's coming off and I've got
being invariable, images or pictures ol
of
chant
may
I
that
"Give me a lute,
to walk in it and ctrry a fag on e
invariable elements of reality itself.
spiritand
moral
mental,
physical,
the
cane! I've got to go clear down to
°Mlle perfumed, who Is This idea, Kays the Chleago Tribune,
Battery Dan's district to meet the ual loveliness
woman! Here's fundamental to our whole mechanical
feminine
typically
the
hall
Tammany
boys and march to
us till tha conception of nature, would shrink Into
with
be
she'll
that
hopin'
Where'll they think :am, and me one
afterward! an illusion in the light of the new
and
end of the world,
of the marshals?
theory. A great advantage would be
Star.
-Washington
me!"
That's
The party could go to ruin for all
that whereas It now seems almost
you'd care, I s'pose. Where's My hat
hopeless to involve eleetro-magnetie
Large Group of Sun Spots.
and coat? Who took my sieves? And
phenomena in a description in terms
observa.
naval
the
The officials at
femme that 60 cents I gave you for the
of matter and motion, the unity
only
large group of
*Fent; I might need It. Spry enough on tory announce that a
desired in our picture of the physical
with
the
observed
was
, my feet to walk six miles, am I? l solar spots
then be secured by putting
that institution world would
retuee to band! words with you, photohellograph at
electerns and,motion.
terms
of
in
it
Maria! The party needs me, and I'm The group has advanced about two
visible
sun
the
of
disc
Now She Came.
on the ja. see? I ain't got time to days upon the
In this vicinity and is located in south
She had just arrived from a journey.
terve It III nowl-N. Y. Telegrams.
latitude. The group can be seen by On the seat by her and on the one in
the naked eye, but with a telescope it front had been two nice-looking men
Hurnirists.
the
by
Ruined
resolved Into a mass of small spots, with whom she would not have obis
"See here," demanded the puhlleher
grouped together. 'ibis is the jected to conversing from sheer weariclosely
you
"don't
Maga:Ise.
Anybody's
sun spot visible since last ness. But they had somehow failed
largest
'knew that winter is over? Here's your
to avail themselves of their opportunipoems
al:
about
with
lee
number
:11Ivril
ty to talk with a pretty girl.
if and Mow!'
Peered the Worst
"Did you come by easy stages?" Iny “Ose't kelp it," sighed the weary ed.
are
downyou
Parson-Why
The
a friend.
volved
humorists
hays
sdreepaper
"The
Nee
Recalling the two silent fellow voyoat things at gosh a point that nobody cast' Does not the future look Wight
agers, she replied with a shrug:
will ratan a poem op opriag."-Clislooge to you?
"No, by slow
l
The Dying Man•e•Tele. Plafiagieoaches!"-N. 0.
Oarimel-Dens°era t.
Qseulaad Leader.

t
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Poet with the Dough.
Society,Damo-Who is that young
man who is so attentive to you now?
Great Belle-He is a poet.
Society Dame-Morey on us! And do
you, the proud daughter of a hundred
millionaires, propose to throw yourself away on a poor, miserable starve.
ling of a poet?
Great Bell'- cth, he isn't that kind
of a poet; he writes trade advertisements in verse,
Society Dame-My own. own daughter, after all; ask him to dinner.-TitBits.
OUT OF THE QUESTION.

Rushed Him Out.
"My father says he feels as Ivry at
whett_he went
-A -OENERAL-TONIC.
the pretty girl.
A
CERTAIN CHILL CURE,
"Don't doubt it," replied her suitog.
"He impressed me that he was still a , A PURE BLOOD REMEDY,
college student last night."
"You don't say' In What way, Hat%
WILL CURE NEP.I."NUB
ryr
IMES AND WILL RESTORE THE
"Why, he gave me a cane rush."-"
WEAK AND SICKLY TO PER.
Chica4o News.
FECT HEALTH,
From Bad to Worse.
FOR SALL AT ALL DRUG
"Mike," said Plodding Pete, as be
climbed into a freight car,"I'm glad de STORES.
government doesn't own de railroads."
"Why?"
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
"Because when we tal.es a free ride
now de worst dat happe,(s is to be put
-LAW ERoff. But if de government was runnln'
de lines we'd be arrested ter gratin.'
sure."-Washington Star.
Will practice in all courts of
•
tucky.
At the Employment Office.
"Do you see the tall cook in the blue
gingham apron? Well, ten housewives
have tried her in the last ten days and
DR. W. C. EUBANKS.
she has left them all."
(Homeopathist.)
"Gracious! Her name must be 'Se"
cret."
/4:•
Office, 306 Sroadway-Pliceat
"Why so?"
fig
Residence,
Broadway.
-Because no woman can keep her."Phone 149,
Chscago Daily News.

Lemon Chill Tonic

Sure Cure.
"Did you see my picture in this J. C. Flournoy
Cecil Reed
morning's paper?" said the public
man.
"No," said the wit, shrieking with
laughter. "What were you cured oft
Ha. hal"
"Of vanity, after I saw the picture."
answered the other sadly.-Cleveland Roams to, it and I2, Columbia BA&
Leader.
PADUCAH, KY,

FLOUltN Y & REED
LA W YERS

Anxious Person-Would you run og
A Joke with a Diagram.
an errand for me, little boy?
"You're an angel," declared the
James-Sorry, mum, but I'm a bit under weight an' me football trainer has young man.
"Do you mean to tell me that I'm
recommended eosin' off fer•few days.
masculine!" haughtily inquired the
-Chicago News.
girL
N. B.-New York preachers have dePastoral.
cided that all angels are of the male
The farmer sow. his crop
And the good wife sews his elothas; sex.-Chicago Sun.
The farmer darns the weather
And his good wife darns his hose.
Seclusion Necessary.
The farmer pitches in the hay;
Mrs. PsmIth-But bow did you manBut shou:d he cmes her whim,
age to keep that secret a whole week.
His good wife lays aside her work
And pitches icto alto.
dear?
udge.
Mrs. Kjones-lt wasn't hard. I simply stayed away from the Browning
A Suitable Snit.
Sharpe-Are you going to dress up club, and when callers came I sent
word that I wasn't at home.-Clevefor the carnival?
Muggins-Yes; I'm going as Charles land Leader.
the Second.
Sharpe-Charles the First would
have been a lot better for you.
Muggins-Why?
Sharpe-Because you'd need no head

Dr. B. T, 11811
Office with Drs. Rivers & Rivers, zse
Nort hFifth, Both Phone a3,‘
Residence top Clay, Old Phone 411
••••••=m.

EXCURSION
It. Loma and Tennessee Rivei F
et company-the cheapest and
excursion out of Paducah.

$8.00 for the 4tqii
Trip to lcanessee river

His Good Advice.
"Yes, mother, I told him I was the
best speller In our class at schooL"
"And did he give you the job?"
"l'o, mother, he gave me some words
spell, and I couldn't spell them. And
to
Let Bygones Be Bygones.
school for
"Times have changed," said the mel- then he said I'd better go to
It Is a trip of pleasto-e, comfort
Plain
Cleveland
another
what
not
are
"Things
ancholy citizen.
table,
and rest; good service, g
Dealer.
they Lsed to be."
e each
good rooms, etc. Boats
"V.'ell." an .wered the man who take,
In the Art Gallery.
5 p.
Wednesday and Saturday
the world as he finds it, "hat do you
"Lovely sleeping nymph, isn't ttr For other information apply to Jas.
want to do? Go back six or eight
"Ye-es."
Roger, superintendent; Frank Il.
monine and teud the furnace and shov"Do you notice the glamour the art,- Brown, agent.
el snow?"--Washington Star.
tat has thrown over it?"
"No, I don't. But if It was mine I
Queer Girl.
throw a horse blanket over it-would
Toss-Hasn't she finished that love
Cleveland Plain Dealer.
s:ary yet?
Jess-No; she reads very carefully,
-DENTISTWorse Yet.
and s,rusulously, you know.
Itownder-Blame the luck, anyhow!
Tess-Does she?
Truchart BettinaLusher-What's the matter?
Jess-Oh! awfully; why, she even
Rownder-Aw, my wife always stays
reads all the descriptions of sunsets and
up for me, when I'm out late at night.
all that -Philadelphia Press.
Lusher-You're lucky. Mine cornea
after me.-Cleveland Leader.
Worse and More of It.

and return.

A. S. DABNEY

H.T.Rivers,M. D. j

"Gee, but I'm unlucky!"
"What's the trouble?"
"My wife drove me out of the house
with a club, and I don't dare to go
back."
"Too bad."
"And now she's suing me for desertion."-Cleveland Leader.
Correct.
Teacher-What is a synonym?
Pupil-A word that has the same
meaning as another word.
Teacher-And why does our Ianmare possess synonyms?
Pupil-So you can use one when you
don't know how to spell the other
one.--Cleveland Leader.
n •

OFFICE too NORTH
The Humor of It.
"Do you see anything funny about
TELEPHONES
Tighprite's latest comedy?"
manager.
cynical
Residence sail
"Yes," answered the
"It seems funny to me that he should
have Imagined it was funny."-Washington star.
The Pretty Stenographer.
For books my clerk has little Ws.
But though she is not em,
She makes me watch my p's and (2.•
When looking in her I's.
—Philadelphia Press
"A TRIP ON THE RAILROAD."

What They Miss.
Flats-it is said that elephants are
subject to rheumntiena.
Sharpe-Well, they are spared one
horror of the disease anyway.
Flats-What is that.
Sharps-They don't have to listen to
people who have a sure ours for IL- -Philadelphia Bulletin.
Chicago News.
'Unanimous.
Satisfied,
"I'm saddest when I sing." She screamed;
Said her bearers: "Hully gee!
"Can't see why you're so smitten
She ain't the only pebble
with her."
On the beach, for so are we."
"Why, because she's so deucedly
—Houston Post.
pretty."
A Lucky Circumstance,
"Beauty's only skin deep."
First Insurance Financier (after taw
"Well, great Scott! I'm no cannibal.
That's deep enough for me!"-Clever tifying, nervously)-How did I acquit
myself?
land Leader.
Second Insurance Financier (fierce.
ly)-There was no jury!-Puck.
Cut Bates,
Dr. Quackerly-You don't mean to
Victim of an Imposition.
say that old Sawbones charged you
disappointed
Sharpson -You seem
$16 for amputating your arm?
with that new society novel.
The Victim-That's what he did.
Plats-Disappointed? I'm disbusted.
Dr. Quackerly-Why in the world It's a fraud. It isn't even objectiondidn't you send for me. I'd have cul able!-Chicago Tribune.
both your arms off for $10.--Chicage
News.
Ready to Oblige.
Mrs. Young-Mother says she wants
Solved.
to be cremated.
"Why did Mahammed go to the
Mr. Young-All right-LW attend to
mountain?"
once. (kill her, will you?-Clevie
"He thought he could get better land Leader.
there than at the seashore."Cleveland Leader.
The Dominant Factor.
"The first husband eloped with her,"
His Modesty.
said Miss Cayenbe.
"Haren't you got a good, honest, In"And the second and third?"
ctirrupUble man in your city who
"She eloped with them."-Washing
Muhl be an ornament to this officer ton Star.
"Sure, but I don't want the office."
-.-Hcuston Post.
Rind to the Limit.
"Was he kind to his family?"
Saved Him Trouble.
"I should say he was. He couldn't
"Has Dubbs made tip his mind to have been kinder if he had been an
marry that widow?"
Insurance president"--rleveland Plata
"it wasn't necessary; she Stade op Ostler,
ter mind."-Ilouston Post.
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WM, MARBLE.

Hendrick, Mill,.
and Marble.
LAWYERS
Rooms r, 2 art! 3 Re;.:
Mg. 523
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Broad.ay

Practice in all the cou:u. •i thi
state. Both phones 31.

0. D. Schmidt
Architect and Superintende it,
sot Fraternity Building
Old Phone 493 Red; New Phntr

Paducah,

p,

Kentucky.

DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
Z20

NORTH FIFTH STREET

Both Phones 3u
Office hours 8 to to a, m, t to
p. in. and 7 to 9 p. m.

Or. Childress
EYE, EAR, NOSE AND
THROAT.
Office and Residence, Rooms 3 and 4.
C-1
;.•
Tb/il
Phone toss

OLIVER, ouirau
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LAWYERS
OFFICES: Benton. Kr., rear b
Marshall County: Paducah. '•
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New Phone 114

Old
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SMACKED WIFE
FROM BUGGY
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THE KENTUCKY
TELEPHONE $848

Col. Victor Van de Kale and wife
This morning the steamer Dick
returned yesterday from
Illinois, Fowler gets out for Cairo at eight
JAMES MASON LOCKED UP ON where the former has been on a o'cck and Mlles' back tonight.
THIS CHARGE YESTERDAY
drumming_ tour accornpanJe4jyhJ . The_Buttorff gets_to, _Nasbville
-day, leaves there tomorsour, arrives.
wife.
Mr. J. E. Futtrell of Dexter, Ky., here Sunday and lays unt'l Monday
before departing for Clarksoilli;
°Ricers Jol-. -son and Rogers Today is in the city on business.
This morning the Joe Fowler ettines
Resume 'heir Placa% On the
Mr. Smith Fields, the banker and in from Evansville
Mosquitoes are coming fast and
Polici*Force
and get& out imtobacconist of Fulton, was here yes- mediately on her return
that way.
you should protect yourself against
terday on business.
The John S. Hopkins went to Evthem, as they carry desease germs.
M;esdames. Mohr and Wade of ansville yesterday and comes back
James Mae.m, white, was arrested Mobile, Ala., arrived
last night to again tonight.
Elizabeth
yesterday at Fourth and
visit Mrs. Bertie CarnpbelL
They
The steamer Kentucky came; out of
streets and licked up on the charge- were met at Cairo by
Mrs.Campbell,., the , Tennessee river last night and
their
wife
out
of
smacking'
his
of
Mrs. Ed Noble, Mtn. Saunders Fowl- lays here until five o'clock tomorrow
is guaranteed to keep them off. Man4
,
buggy.
er and several others, who returned afternoon before getting out on her
only
at
ufactured and sold
They were driving along the street on the Dick Fowler last night.
return that way.
at this point at that time, when a
Mr. T. J. Flow-noy of the c.nuent
The Georgia Lee is due here toquarrel ensued and Mason actually
morrow
en route up of Cincinnati from
plant
at
Rockmart,
the
city
Ga.,
is
in
knocked his wife out of the vehicle,
Memphis.
she tumbling 'alto the hard street be- for a few days on business.
The Peters Lee is due here toMr. Harry Terrell, the soda drumlow. He wa locked up, not being
morrow from Cincinnati to Memphis.
•aeganization which has gained wide-spread fame under the distin..1 to insure his ap- mer, is in the city from Louisville.
able to give
The City of Saltillo went out of the
MTS. B. G. Humphrey and Miss
pearance be!
-le police court this
leadership of Mr. Walter Damrosch, in an event of far more
tnorning.
Davis of Murray are visiting Mrs. Tennessee rfiver last night bit route
ordinary
importance. One of which any music-lasing community
to St. Louis.
Officers Resume Work
M. E. Pate,
••••••
may
well
be
proud.
Officers William Johnson and WilMr. Al Foreman returned yesterMAYOR LEAVES.
RENT—Ready liam Rogers today e...sume their places day from Madisonville, Ky., where
PRICES soc, 75c, $1.00, $1•50
FOR
HOTEL
SEATS ON SALE FRIDAY 9 A. M.
e
week's
vacatheir
force,
police
on
the
write
or
furnished at Hinson Springs,
on
the
he
bid
electric
light
plant
to
He
and
Wife
Expect
to
Get
Away
111
reThey
both
close.
a
coming
to
tion
telephone. 5. H. Long, Hinson, Spgs.,
be installed by the city. Mr. Fore• "
Today
Aboard
Steam*.
mained in the city during the seven
man's bid of $21,213.27 was the lowGeorgia
Lee.
the
despite
and
were
off,
days
they
Fag RENT—Lower apartments
thir vacation time, they re- est of twenty-five in and he think:
of honse 603 North Sixth street. fact it is
40354 BrOadaillyc
Mayor D. A. Yeiser and wife exmained
on
the carnival grounds night- lir will get the contract that will
GEORGE RAWLEIGH.
not be forwarded for a week or ten pect to leave today aboard the
ly to help look after the crowds.
Commencing today none of the pa- days yet.
steamer Georgia Lee for Cincinnati,
WANTED..--Position as stenogwill take their vacation for
trolmen
where they will visit the fonWs
Mrs.
D.
L.
Marx
of
Cairo
will
arAdexperience.
years'
rapher; foilr
Old Telephone 718-R
the coming week, but on the nth, rive here tomorrow to visit.
brother, Hon. Henry Yeiser, the -W.
dress M. B., Register office.
Cfficers Brennan Singery lay off for
Dr. L. F. Hugg and bride have lionaire office cabinet maraffteturele
arrived from Central City where oi that city. After spending some
WANTED—For U. S. Army; thir week.
Pictures, Diplomas, Certificates,
Confined Abed
they married Wednesday. They are days with the brother, the mayor
able-bodied untnarrkd men between
received
has
Officer Emile Gouriex
Water and Oil Colors,
accompanied by Miss T. K. Hugg and Mrs. Yeiser go on to French
ages oi 21 and 35; citizens of the
a letter from Lieutenant Potter, who mid
United States, of good ciharacter and
Mr. J. H. Hugg of Pittsburg. Lick, Ind. They expect to be abArk.,
that
Springs,
from Hot
Mottos and Calaaders
temperate habits, who can speak, read writes
Pa., who are sister and brother of sent about three weeks, the may-or
his attack of inflammatory rheumaand write 'Keglish. For information
the groom, and will visit here.
taking the sojourn for benefit of his Foamed right up to date in five mita
tisth is keeping him confined abed
apply to Recruiting offices, New there. He was improving for the
Mr. Bamberg has gone to provi- health which is none too good, as
sites time at the
Richmond House. Paducah, Ky.
result
dence
of
the
and
long
it
Henderson
strain
occas'oned
for
a
but
three
there,
days
ten
week
or
first
by his constant attendance to .he
seems his condition now is not so weeks absence.
FOR
SALE—Boarding
house
llessallsosts.
In Clyde Pitch's Comedy
defies
Mr.
of his office. During his four
J.
K.
Porter,
Porter
Mrs.
J.
C.
well.
keeper wishes to sell household furniand children, left yesterday to visit tcen year's service as mayor he has
ture; two blocks of P. 0., all modin Birmingham, Ala.
never taken a vacation, ind while he
consumption and was buried yesterern conviences address "R" care
Mr. Henry Rudy and bride tomor- is away the duties of this office will day.
The mother is dangerously ill
Register.
be
row return from their wedding tour
discharged by President Oscar with this diseate.
Starks of the Aldermanic board by
to Denver, Colo., and other points.
-.-Miss Katie Loeser, agog ao years,
LOST—Large white bird dog, with
Mrs. Rosa Herbert of Cairo is virtue of office.
died of typhoid fever at Maxon's With
Nbtable
Company
and
lemon colored ears.
Answers to
visiting her sister, Mrs. J. M. Reed
Mill, and was buried yesterday at
Production.
name of "Jack." Return to E. C.
Mrs. I. D. Parnell of Ripley.
Palestine- cemetery.
Clark at 121 Broadway and he reTenn., is visiting her sister, Mrs.
—Disarranged wires caused the Prices: sot, 75C, $1, $1.50 and $3.
warded.
MR. JOHN A. HILL WENT TO John Slaughter.
+
LOCAL NEWS IN BRIEF A• wood part round the fro
platform
Seats on sale Friday 9 a. m.
EVANSVILLE FROM HERE
of car No. 6m to catch fire yesterday
Mr.
LeRoy
Lightfoot
of
HenderFOR SALE—Six floor show cases
YESTERDAY
and partly burn, while the car was at
Free Lila Entirely Suspended.
son, Ky., is visiting Mr. Pate.
• ' -Ali French glass plate. One front
Tenth and Trimble.
Miss
Blanche
Moore,
of
teacher
round case. At bargain. Apply 211
—Mr. A. N. Veal has been elected
the public schools, has returned
—Mr. James Nletheny of the MacBroadway.
Red Pierce Confessed That He and from Lexington, Ky., where she was sac section of the county, is confined the official salesman for the Dark ToAssociation branch
Reynolds Broke Int, Caboose
called by the fatal illness of her at the home of his son, Mr. W. R. bacco Growers
county.
McCracken
and Stole Clothing
NOTICE.
Metheny
of
242
Ashbrook
avenue.
father.
Mrs. James Koger and dattaister. here in the city. The former was
All people that hold policies issued
A proposal to enect that no newsMiss Henrietta Koger. wile tomor- driving out past Wallace Park when
by the Fire Insurance agency of Abpaper
shall be edited, composed or
of
chairman
his mutes ran way, threw him out
Mc. James A. Hill,
row return from St. Louis.
ram L. Well & Co., can feel perfectly
printed from Saturday midnight until
and
board for #he
dislocated
his
protective
shoulder,
besides
joint
the
Miss Lena Hall has returned from
secure, as we represent only the
sunrise on Monday morning has been
causing other body injuries.
otherhood of Railway Carmen visiting in Bandana.
strongest and the best companies.
negatived in the French senate
—Miss
Caeolyne
Hamm
of
not
North
did
system,
C.
ABRAM L. WEIL & CO. working on the T.
LawyzrChas. C. Grassharn went to
Sixth
entertains with a musicale this
wait until tomorrow to come here Wickliffe last night on business.
He who carries a cup of cold
evening.
inti visit the %cal brethren, but did
Dirt For Sale.
Mr. Bradley Wilson left yesterday
water
to a thirsty world finds his
—The
infant
Mr.
Tom
Jefchild of
Anyone wanting rich flower dirt, this Wednesday evening, and left for Madisonville.
ford
of
208 Kentucky avenue died of way leading beside the still waters.
telephone. Genrge Seitz at 1014 over yesterday afternoon for Evansville,
Mr. T. M. Powell and' wife, of
AMME11•1111.MINNW
old Ishotte.'
Ind. He intended going to the latter Princeton, returned home yesterday
place before coming here to meet after visiting their daughter, Dr. 0. B.
Mrs. M. A. McIntyre and .son Mr. the Paducah carmen, but changed his Powell.
Dispatcher 'Allan Jorgenson was
llaurice, returned yesterday from plans, and visited the local workers
Sen Francisco, wherg they were dur- first and then proceeded on his way. here yesterday from Fulton.
Miss Marjorie Crumbaugh and Masing the earthquake and the descripter Robert Crumbaugh lef tyestertion they give of the disaster is
Officials Here.
day for Columbus, Miss, to visit the Season Tickets for Ladies to the grand stand, good only on ladies' days,
something awful. Both arc glad to
L.
foremr's
brother, Mr. Lee Crum- are 5.1.00 .General admission to ladies who are not provided with seaRoadmaster
F.
Egan,
Supt.
be back in Paducah once agafg,
Thompson and Mr. T. A. Downs of baugh. Mr. James Campbell and Miss son tickets, on ladies days, ro cents.
Lula Reed went as fr as Cairo with
Payments During Four Weeks. the Louisville division, arrived last
them, returning last night.
TICKETS ON SALE AT SPLITH & NAGEL'S. AND AT PARK.
and
division,
that
up
from
The Old Mutual Life of New York afternoon
Miss Jessi Northington, of Wickpaid during the four weeks of Feb-- re at The Palmer.
liffe will arrive next week to visit
ruary, 1906, $2,000,000 in round numWs. Frank Hill of North Sixth St.
Pierce Confessed.
bers. in death claims and matured enCapt. James Koger and son Mr.
dowments to policy holders. No "Red" Pierce, the negro arrested David Koger have returned from Biother company can show a record ap- here on the charge of breaking into loxi, Miss., where they stopped ovr
proaching this. In the two essential the I. C. freight train caboose at en route home from the New Orleans
points of strength, assets and surplua Princeton and stealing clothing, yes- runion.
over all liabilities, the Mutual Life
Mr. Robert J. Moore, wife and
terday confessed to Detective King
stands first. Don't experiment ,with
cf the road service, stating that he child have gone to Trenton, Tnn., to
anything new or cheap but sae,
ion 25 Cents.
General Ad
and a darky named Reynolds prized visit the former's father, Mr. T. H.
J. M. QUINN, Dist. Mgr.
lity Expert, Graduate Optician
M'oore.
their
104 Fraternity Building open the caboose door, gained
GRAND
STAND
35
pn
CENTS,
'BOK
SEATS
ythHoi,.ossr
bSc
60
CENTS.
cutranca red swiped the garments ccvdNrwife,-a
Mr. and Mrs. S. AfReed aad Miss
Satisfaction Guaratteed.
Keegan
Conductor
belonged
to
that
TICKETS
ON
SAL
President Wm. Katterjohn of the
& N.AGEL'S.
Lillie Reed of Jackson, Tenn., are
rock quarries at Cedar Bluff, came and Flagman Tom Lloyd.
visiting Mr. James Reed of Trimble
FOURTH & BROADWAY.
.ilown Jesterday and goes back tostreet.
Inspection Trip.
GAME CALLED AT 3:30
P. M. SHARP.
This morning General SuperintendPersons desiring best service at
Slop For Sale.
ent Harry NIcCourt, Assistant Gen. card parties, suppers, etc., 'phone
Pleat/ of fr-sl. gr ;It
2352, DICK LOGAN.
Distillery.
intendent Egan, And other officials
of the I. C.. leave on a special train
Gigantic skeletons of prehistoric
•9
Robert Carlton, the well known for the LouisvIle division to inspect Indians
nearly eight feet tall have
piano timer, telephone 3t7.
the company's properties between been discovered along the banks of
JEWELER & OPTICIAN'
here and the Falls City. Mr. Mc- the Choptank river, Maryland, by the
203-205 S. THIRD &T.
Court was here yesterday while 1 . r. employes of the Maryland Academy BOTH 'PHONES
327 Broadway.
'NO. Ito
Fritch got in last night from the of Science.
North.

SATURDAY NIGHT, MAY 5

octet

Ti Walter Damroschl

and the New York Symphony Orchestra

Skat Skeeter

SOLOIST

Miss Zudie Harris

M'PHERSONS

Composer-Pianiste.-

WANTS

Jim Duffy Tues. Night, May 8

vioLA
ALLEN

Pressing and Cleaning

PADUCAH MUSIC sTon

The Toast of
The Town

CHAIRMAN OF
THE CARMEN

C. MANNING SEARS, N. O.
Office 1707 Meyers St.
Tiopisus 377.

SPECTACLES

Ladies' Day at the Baseball Grounds
Every Friday.

EYE GLASSES,

Opening of League Season

LeaguePark radliC4ialy v3s,
PADUCAII

TOOR

Properlp SI Gold Fillod.
Fitted
$2.50
and
Solid Gold
Adjusted
$5.00

EYES TESTED FREE?.

RTAKING CO

UNDERTAKEld AND EMBALMERS.

N. Soule's
Liver Capsules
• for
Torpid Liver
and
Malaria
Do not purge, but act

gently

MEMPHIS DERBY.
Memphis, Tenn.. May 3.—Great
Memphis derby was won here today
before thousands of people by Cotillion. He was a 175 to t shot. Much
money changed hands.

'Strong contrasts," the London
Outfielder
says, "are to be a feature
and thoroughly on liver and
of men's clothing this spring" It
Used in Paducah adds: "Ewen in Scotland overcoats
Me undoubtedly noisy."
for thirty yearn.,
The tnagizine published by one of
the English great public schools announced the other day: "The editor
wiii be very pleased to hedf of the
death of any of the old boys."
INCORPORATED. .*
A Christiania doctor has discovFifth and irtrey.
Druggists,
ered that microbes themselves are
Boll Phones M.
l infested with parasites.

25c

R. W. WALKER & CO.,
„ay....,

You will have to buy more COAL this:season. Why not buy

TRADEWATER COAL

So you will know where to get the iF..ST COAL for NEXT WINTER?
Luntp,13c; Nut 12c.
o
Tele p-hones25 4.
Foot of

sOttlOt

west Kentucky Coal Co.
Incorporated.

If

•

1

